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in this thesis, 1 examineci parents' experiences d e r  bding out that their children 

are gay, lesbian, and bisexual. Through qualitative inquiry, 12 parents (7 mothers and 5 

fathers) were ï n t e~ewed  to develop an h-depth analysis of their thoughts, feelings, and 

actions in relation to having gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. AU of the parents were 

Canadian citizens residing in Nova Scotia except for one visiting American citizen. After 

finding out, parents went through a process of understanding and acceptance, in which 

they (a) made sense of past experiences they had with their children, (b) reacted 

emotionally to finding out, (c) changed their perspectives on issues, and (d) shared their 

experiences with othea. The process was cornplex, non-linear, and dependant on an 

interaction of aiding and hindering fkctors (e.g., mass media, religion, fnends, family, and 

pst expenences) found at society, comnunity, family, and individuai levels. At al1 

levels, homophobia, biphobia, and heterosexism hindered parents' ability to understand 

and accept their children. Finally, strategia are suggested that researchers, educators, 

health professionals, media personnel, parent support groups, and parents themselves can 

use to help parents understand and accept their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. 
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Chapter One 

Although it is well understood that coming out to parents is one of the most 

important and difficult tasks gay1, lesbian, and bisexual people face in establishurg the* 

sexuai identities, little research had been undertaken to understand the issues and 

concerns parents have after they fhd out that the2 children are gay, lesbien, and bisexual. 

Recent studies suggest that gay, lesbian, and bise& youth are coming out to parents 

more frequently, and at earlier ages, than in the past (Health Canada, 1996; PearIman_ 

1992; Ben-Ari, 1995). Although it is recognued that coming out to parents can have 

serious developmental consequences for youth, (e.g., ostracism, rejection, isolation, and 

violence) (Newman & Muzzonigro, 1 993; Savin- Williams, 1996; Muller, 1987; Murphy, 

1989) the developmental consequences for patents in relation to finding out they have 

gay, Lesbian, and bisexual children have generally been overlooked. 

A sense of security and acwmplishment in parenthood often depends on the 

knowledge that children have m e d  out "okay" in their adult lives (Boxer, Cook, & 

Herdt, 199 1). The kwwledge that their children have been successfully launched into 

aduithood gives parents the freedom to attend to theîr own developmental concem. 

Parents who find out that their children are gay, lesbian, and bisexual may develop 

'The order in which I present the temis "gay, lesbian, and bisexuai" is not meant 
to be hierarchical; however, for conciseness, 1 occasionally use the term gay to mean gay, 
lesbian, and bisexual. 
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insecurities about their parenting skills and worry about their children's safety and weU- 

being. Parents may becorne too caught up in their struggie to understand and accept their 

children to attend to kir own developmental concems. 

Furthemore, the coming out of gay, lesbian, and bisexual youth xnay initiate a 

parallel process for their parents. Through their close association with their children, 

patents may be affêcted by homophobia, biphobia, and heterosexism in ways thai 

compromise their quality of life. in Light of the f& that Little research has been done with 

parents of gay, Lesbian, and bisexual people, and to investigate the potential quality of life 

consequences for these parents, 1 chose to investigate the nature, and implications, of 

parents' experiences after h d b g  out they have gay, lesbian, and b i s e 4  childrw. 

J3u2Q= 

The purpose of this study was threefold. First, it gave parents an opportunity to 

express their thoughts and feelings on having gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. Second, 

it promoted awareness of the harmful effects of homophobia, biphobia, and heterosexism 

on parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. And, third, it provided information that 

was used by the members of the Halifàx Chapter of Parents and Fnends of Lesbians and 

Gays (PFLAG) in assembling a brochure about the issues parents face after they h d  out 

their children are gay, lesbian, and bisexual. 

My rrsearch questions helped me fornufate the questions 1 used during the 
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interviews, however, they did not guide subquent  data analysis or interpretation. They 

were: 

1. f i t  do parents initially think, fd, and do after hding out ttiat their children are gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual? 

2. How do parentsT thoughts, emotions, and actions change overhe? 

3. What are parents' perceived needs in terms of social support, iaformation, and 

resources irnmediately and in the long temi  d e r  children disclose that they are gay. 

lesbian, and bisexual? 

of T m  

Homosexuality, in cornmon usage, means attraction to one's own sex. The temis 

gay and lesbian refer to male and female homosexuality, respectively (Rathus, Nevid, & 

Ficher-Rathus, 1997). Although these definitions do not appear to be conceptually 

challenging, there are problems with thern as identity categones. Jagose (1 996) States, 

"deciding exactfy what constitutes homosexuality-or, more pragmaticaily, who is 

homosexd-is far from self-evident" (p. 7). Although rnany individuals fit the 

definitions of homosexual, gay, and lesbian, in that they are ody attracted to and only 

have relationships with members of the same sex, there are other people whose behavior 

challenge their definitions These other people include men who identify as hetmsexual, 

are married with children, but have sex with men on occasion. They include women who 

identiSl as lesbian, but have male sexual partners. They also include women who have 

relationships with women becaiise they comect to them intellezhially, emotionally, 



spiritually, but not necessarily sexually. Historicai and cross-culttd accounts of 

hornosexuality make frirther confusion of its definition. In ancient Greece, d e d  addt 

men took sexual interest in adolescent boys, often with the blessing of the boy's parents. 

Fathers in the S i m e s e  society of North f i c a  expect juvenile males to engage in 

homosexual relations with older men, until the ages of 16 to 20, after which they rnarry 

women (Rathus et al.). These examples suggest that sexual orientation is more complex 

and fluid than the common definitions of homosexual, gay, and lesbian allow. 

Bisexuality, or attraction to both men and women, may account for some of the 

behavior mentioned above that renders the terms homosexuai, gay, and lesbian 

problematic. However, the concept of bisexuality has other problems. With the 

construction of homosexuality and heterosexudity as mutually exclusive categories, 

bisexuality, as a category of identification, has largely been nndered invisible (Trepanier, 

1998). Bisexuality is more ofien thought of as behavior withui îhe categories of 

homosexuality and heterosexuality. Thus, it is limited in its use as an identity category 

because of its inaccessibility. ûther problems conceming bisexuality are described later in 

this chapter. 

Although identity categones such as homosexual, gay, lesbian, and bisexual can 

not capture the cultural and historid diversity that periains to sexual orientation, they 

provide a way to discuss same-sex desire and behavior. Hence, 1 provide below, a list of 

temis and their defkitiom that I use with caution tbroughout this thesis. AU definitions 

except for "biphobia;" "heterosexism," and "queer" have been refereflced fkom Rathus et 

al. (1997); 1 have included the referrnces for these three with their defin.ïtions. 
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-. Gay men are men who are mticdly attracted to and desire to form romantic 

relationships with other men. 

J x s b i ~ .  Lesbians are women who are mtically attracted to and desire to form 

romantic relationships with other women. 

W. Bisexuals are individuais who are erotically attmcted to and interested 

in developing romantic relationships with both men and women. 

Heterosed. Heterosexuals are individuals who are erotically attracted to and 

desire fomiing romantic relationships with members of the opposite sex. 

h o b  Homophobia is a cluster of negative attitudes and feelings toward 

gay people, including intolemce, hatnd, and fear. 

BjDhobia Biphobia is prejudice, negative attitudes, and misconceptions relathg to 

bisexual people (Kelly, 1 998). 

. Heterosexism is the biased and discriminatory assumption that 

people are, or should be amacted to members of the opposite sex (Kelly, 1998). 

Co- out. Coming out is a process by which a gay, lesbian, or bisexual person 

accepts and discloses his or her sexual orientation to others. 

m. Queer is an umbrella term for a coalition of culturally margiaai sexual self- 

identifications (Jagose, 1 996). 

1 provide a historical and socio-political context of homosexuality fiom the mid- 

1800s to the present tirne for two reasons: First, the context facilitates my aaalysis and 
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interpretation of the interview data and, second, it presents to the reader background 

idormation by which to make sense of rny analysis and interpretation. 

Religious and legal forces have condemned and prosecuted homosexual behavior 

for centunes. Although homosexual behavior has been reported throughout Western 

world history, psychological, psychiatrie, and medical discourses began labeling people 

as homosexual around 1870 (Jagose, 1996). Before that tirne, same-sex attraction and 

same-sex unions existed without a correspondhg category of identification. Some 

theonsis have suggested that homosexual identity invention began wiîh the advent of 

fke-labor systems in capitalism that gave new meaning to family life @'Emilio, 1992; 

Weeks, 1977). Free labor systems enabled individuals to earn a Living without king a 

part of a family, and thus "made it possible for homosexual desire to coalesce into a 

personal identity" (D'Emilio, p. 8). Soon &er homosexual was defined as an identifiable 

type of person, resistance movements formed to eradicate discrimination againn 

homosexuals, which include the homophile movement, the gay and lesbian libexaîion 

movement, and the queer movement (Jagose). 

e homophile m o v m  In the early 19003, legal system professionals, police, 

medical professionals, clergy, media persons, and social workers clearly estabiished 

homosexuality as a devimt, sinfiil, se~destnictive, and socially threatening behavior 

(Kinsman, 1987). It was around this t h e  that the homophile movement emerged to 

protest discrimination against homosexuals (Jagose, 1996). The Mattacbine Society and 

Daughters of Bilitis were two homophile organizations that emerged in the 1950s. One of 

their anti-discrimination strategies was to declare that homosexuals had mental and 



psychic abnomialities, but they shodd be protected under the Declaration of 

Independence. They also petîtioned governments, sought statements h m  politid 

candidates, and published and distributed political pamphlets and newslethxs (Jagose). 

However, the homophile movement had Little success in creating better living conditions 

for homosexuals as they did not challenge psychiatrie theories that dehed homosexuality 

as a disease. Govenunents incorporated and maintaineci "gross indecency" and "sodomy" 

Iaws in their Criminal Codes (Kbmm). But despite their seemingly unsuccessfbl 

attempt at eradicating homosexual discrimination, the homophile movement did set the 

stage for a more successfbi organization, namely, the gay aiad lesbian liberation 

movement. 

. . e pay and les-ovm in 1969, the Stonewd nots marked the 

symbolic beginning of a new gay and lesbian liberation movement (Jagose, 1996). These 

riots o c c m d  when police raided The Stonewall Inn, a gay bar in New York. The patrons 

of the bar resisted arrests, which escalated into a weekend of riots. The news of these riots 

was heard around much of the Western world and it evoked large sale social 

transformation. Unlike the homophile movement, which presented images of 

hornosexuality that would be acceptable to rnainstream society, gay liberationists 

subverted the pressures to confonn to heterosexual n o m  and developed a new s e w  of 

identity based on pride in king gay (Jagose). They were also different h m  homophiles 

in that they discredited professional opinion. In 1973, gay liberationists pressured the 

American Psychiatrie Association to remove h o m o s e d t y  h m  its classification of 

mentai disortiers w r n a n ,  1987). They did this by speaking out against the "expert" 
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advice of psychiatrists and demanded that their personal experiences be validated. They 

emphasized the importance of b 4 ~ ~ m i n g  out" and publicly declared homosexuality as a 

legitimate way of king in society (Jagose). Many of the viewpoints and strategies of gay 

liberation exist today. This is because gay, lesbian, and bisexual people still muggIe to 

corne out and be proud of their sexual orientation, and there are still mediums in which 

homosexuality is pathologized. However, the 1990s has brought a new sensibiliîy to gay 

and lesbian liberation, known as queer. As Jagose writes, 

many of the ideological assumptions of gay liberation are very much in evidence 
in the 1990s. Yet its promotion of identity, its cornmitment to some ''natural" and 
polymorphous sexuality underlying social o r g d t i o n ,  its understanding of 
pwer  predominantly in terms of repressioa and its belief in the possibility of 
large-sale social transformation or liberation are al1 challenged by the new 
knowledge and practices mobilized around queer (p. 43). 

The queer ~ v m  The queer movement began in the early 1990s in response 

to a growing dissatisfaction, primarily among gay, lesbian, and bisexual political activists 

and acadernics, that the concepts of gay and lesbian no longer apply to current theones of 

identity. These current theories suggest that there are lunits to gay and lesbian identities, 

such as the ones I desaîbed under the "definition of terms" section. Although gay 

liberationists reified these identities in order to instill pride in those who are semially 

marginalized, queer theorists have adopted the pst-structurailist sensibility that "the very 

notion of identity as a coherent and abiding sense of self is perceived as a cultural fan* 

rather than a demonseable fact" (Jagose, 1996, p. 82). Jagose M e r  states that queer 

theoqt has been greatiy influenced by Foucault's writings on sexuality and power, in 

which he suggests that power is not a fundamentally tepressive force. Rather, where there 

is power, there is resistance, and through this resistance, power induce~ p l e m ,  f0n.n~ 
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know1edge, and produces discourse. Infonned by Foucault's ideology, many queer 

theorists differ h m  gay liberation strategists in that they oppose protesthg and speaking 

out against homosexual oppression and propose that "the a h  of oppositional politics is 

not liberation but resistance" (Halperin, 1 995). 

However, just as the homophile rnovemmt facilitated the gay liberaîion 

movement, it is through the success of gay liberation that one cm begin to discuss its 

lirnits and move into the realm of queer. Because gay liberation strategists are still 

graduaily gaining success in mainstrram society, their politics, ideology, and practices 

primarily inform my discussion and analysis of the experiences of parents who have gay, 

lesbian, and bisexuai children. 

Stud-ns Wifb Regards to B k u a k y  . .  . 

Many issues and concerns periaining to bisexuality are beyond the scope of this 

study. However, I have invited the participation of parents of bisexds for two rea~0~1~:  

First, I include bisexuality in an effort to increase its visibility because mainstream and 

gay and lesbian communities often treat it as if it is non-existent or transitional. 

Otherwise, bisexuals are stereotyped as confiised or dishonest about the+ sexual 

orientation, promiscuous, and non-monogamous (Rust, 1995). Among gays and lesbians, 

bisexuality is also often perceived as a threat or political weakness because bisexuals are 

open to having opposite-sex rrlationships and thus are able to take advantage of 

heterosexual privilege. As one lesbian commented, "in a more egalitarian society, I'd be 

much more supportive of women who choose to sleep with men, but now, I'd prefer them 



to unite with lesbian women and build the strength of our comrnunity and movement" 

(Rust, p. 1). Thus, bisexuals experience the detrimental effects of biphobia in both 

hetemsexuai and homosexual contexts. Second, despite the unique challenges f d  by 

bisexuais, there is a comrnonality between them and gays and lesbians, namely, that 

b i s e d s  who have sarne-sex partners face homophobia and heterosexism like gays and 

lesbians. It is both the invisibility of bisemais, and the similarities between them and 

gays and lesbians that has inforneci my inclusion of them. 

Summarv 

In this introductory chapter, 1 explained why it is important to understand the 

concems of parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children and 1 provided the purpose of 

this study. 1 also provided a definition of terms and explained the limits of identity 

categorization. 1 placed homosexuality in historical and socio-political contexts, and, 

fuially, discussed the study limitations with regards to bisexuality. 

Chapter two contains a review of background literature relevant to parents' 

experiences d e r  finding out they have gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. In chapter 

three, I describe the methods and procedures 1 used in gathering, interpreting, and 

analyzhg my data. Chapter four is titled "Moving Towards Understanding and 

Acceptance7" in which 1 explore parents' understanding and acceptance of their gay, 

lesbian, and bisunial children by providing a content analysis of the interview data. In 

chapter five, 1 discuss and andyze factors that influence parental understanding and 

acceptance, besed on both the interview data and the research fiterature. Finally, in 
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chapter six, I W e s t  strategies for helping parents and recommendations for futrne 



Chapter Two 

Review 

In reviewing the literature, 1 have used previous research to help raise my 

awareness of important issues pertaining to the research questions. However, 1 avoid 

becoming restricted by trying to fit the reality of the lives of the participants of my snidy 

into "a Framework developed fiom previous published analyses" (Morse & Field, 1 995, p. 

46). The following literature review covers three majors areas that are relevant to my 

study: (a) homophobiê biphobig and heterosexism; (b) curning out; and (c) parental 

reactions when their children corne out. 

ornophobi* Most gay, lesbiam, and bisexual people are subjected to 

homophobia. which is an imtional fear and hatred of individuals who love, and are 

sexually attracted to. members of the same sex (Bernstein, 1995). Homophobia is often 

expressed through violence and rejection. In a Nova Scotia survey of 300 gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual people, 85% of women and 95% of men reporteci homophobic abuse 

through verbal. physical, or sexual assault (Smith, 1993). In a similas Amencan survey, 

90% of 2000 gays and lesbians m e y e d  had expenenced some type of verbal or physical 

abuse due to homophobia (Uribe & Harbeck, 1992). Gay, lesbien, and bisexual people 

also face rejection and the threat of rejection by fnends, f d y ,  and religious leaders, as 



well as the denial of housing, employment, and educational senices (Smith). 

Many organized religious groups are overtly homophobic. For example, 

conservative Judeo-Christians view homosexuality as a sin against God and nature 

(Health Canada, 1996). Forty-one percent of 300 gay, lesbian, and bisexuals in Nova 

Scotia reported experiencing harassment and discrimination h m  church groups and 

other religious organizations (Smith, 1993). One lesbian commenteci, "1 seriously think 

we have to abolish religion because that's the seed of most oppression .... If you got rid of 

religion. you'd get rid of the holier-than-thou attitude that seems to give a lot of cause for 

sel fsvaluat ion" (Smith. p. 3 6). Arguments against homosexuality ofien cause intemd 

moral conflicts for gay. lesbian, and bisexual people. Herdt and Bower (1993) concluded 

that "gay teens are exposed to a double-bind-on the one hand they are expected to be 

honest and truthful. while on the other, they learn that their desires are bad, and should be 

hidden. causing an intolerable tonnent to their mental health" (p. 245). 

Faise information and distortion about homosexuality leads to stereotyping, which 

denies gays and lesbians their individual characteristics. When gay men are stereotyped as 

pedophiles. ernployen justiQ the denial of employment and gay bashers justify violence. 

Stereotyping also leads to "blarning the victim." Through homophobia, gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual people are attacked for causing moral decay, breaking up families, spreading 

AIDS. and even threatening the survival of the human species (Pharr, 1988). 

BIphobiiâ. Biphobia is the irrational fear and hatred of those d o  are attracted to 

members of both sexes. Like gays and lesbians, bisexuals are subjected to discrimination, 

harassment, and violence on the ba i s  of their sexual attractions and relationships. They 



receive this hanssment h m  both heterosexual and gay and lesbian comrnunities. 

Hostility aises from the misperception that bisexuals are primarily responsible for 

transmitting HIV h m  gay populations to heterosexuai populations (Kelly, 1998). 

Hostility also arises because bisexuality challenges the W versus "them" mentality that 

people use to create the binary caîegories of heterosexual and homosexual (Trepanier, 

1998). As one bisexual stated, "bisexuals are perceived as tw transgessive, perhaps 

becsuse we blur what people consider to be very clear lines separating THEM h m  US" 

(Tucker. 1 995). 

eterosexism. Heterosexism is the assumption that everyone is heterosexual, and 

that forming relationships with members of the opposite sex is the only normal and 

natural way of expressing one's sexuality (Bernstein, 1995). Heterosexism is at work 

when the media. education system, and historical accounts hide or distort homosexuaiity, 

provide fdse information about homosexuality, and do not portray positive and 

representative images of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people. It reinforces the myths that 

they are either wn-existent or freakish (Pharr, 1988). Health Canada (1 996) suggests th 

'-the heterosexual bias in educational materials and the lack of information regarding 

homosexuality leaves many gay youth with linle support for many of their specid needs 

and interests" (p. 1 9). Heterosexism works in conjunction with heterosexual privilege, in 

which one receives ment on the basis of his or her presurned heterosexuality. These 

privileges include spousal benefits, job promotions, and the permission to publicly 

display affection (Smith, 1 993). Politicians use their heterosexual privilege to gain voter 

support by displaying portraits of theu spouses and children in their promotional 



broc hures. 

Parental involvement in hompphobb b iphobimd Parents of gay, 

lesbian. and bisexual people can both contribute to societal homophobia, biphobia, and 

heterosexism. and be victims of them. They cm contribute by making jokes or negative 

comrnents about gay. lesbian, and bisexual people, as well as by thrPatening theu children 

with physical and verbal abuse. A New Bnuiswick study found that 27% of 176 gay, 

lesbian. and bisexual people had experienced verbal abuse fiom their families (Smith, 

1993). Some parents disown, ostmcize, and throw their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

children out of their homes, setting youth up for social, economic, and psychological 

h m  (Health Canada 1996). Muller (1 987) found that many children, who had told 

parents of their non-heterosexual orientations, had to l e m  to accept the absence of 

parents and thei: approval as a fact of life. Muller states, "even as adult daughters and 

sons, the experience of parentai rejection is both sharp and long-lasting: it attacks our 

roots, our essence" (p. 142). Some parents learn a sobering lesson when, after years of 

rejecting. demoralizing, and hounding a child to "change" his or her homosexual 

orientation. the child cornmits suicide (Aarons. 1995). 

Parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual childm also are victims of societal 

homopho bia biphobia, and heterosexism. They have to deal with the stigma of having a 

gay, lesbian. and bisexual child. They may blame themselves for not filling the normative 

expectations of Society, being a bad parent, or for having a bad gene pool (Health Canada, 

1996). By embracing their children's sexual orientations, parents are subject to p d l e l  

discrimination and oppression. 



A father of a gay son commente& 

I've never been on the outside. I've never had a door siammeci in my face because 
1 was the wrong religion, wmng color, the wrong educational statu [or because] 1 
looked h y .  Whatever you'd like to think of. 1 didn't have any of these things 
that ever made me feel I'm a part of a minority and you can imagine how 1 feel 
when now, I've suddenly been moved, by association, to a group that is a 
vulnerable and discriminated against minority. And I'm not a hornosexual. It's 
changed me (Thompson, 1997, p. 7). 

Hornophobic. biphobic, and heterosexist discrimination affect parents and their 

gay. lesbian. and bisexual children differently than other forms of oppression. A white 

mother of a gay son remarked that 

a child who is Black, Latino, or Asian presumably lives in a family made up of the 
same ethnic group. or at l e s t  lives in a family al1 too aware of the dificulties 
involved in k i n g  a part of that minority group. But gay children grow up alone. 
They aren't part of any group. least of al1 do they feel they are like the others in 
their own family (Dew. 1994, p. 32). 

When parents leam their children are gay. lesbian, and bisexud, they t w  may fed 

isolated from the rest of the world. Many can not seek support fiom friends, family, or 

professionals for fear of rejection. As a result, they do not realize that there are other 

parents who have gay. lesbian, and bisexual children who can offer the comfort of shared 

oppression (Mattison & Mc Whirter, 1 995). 

Coming out is defined as the acknowledgment and communication of one's sexual 

orientation. Heterosexuals do not need to corne out due to the presumption that everyone 

is heterosexual. Gay. lesbian, and bisexual people ofien need to corne out, accepting their 

homosexuality or bisexuality first within themselves, then disclosing to others, in order to 



develop self-identity. Corning out is a life-long process for many gay, lesbiaq and 

bisexual people because they must constantly negate heterosexist assumptions made by 

people they meet throughout their lives. 

Disclosure becornes necessary because, udike race or gender, which are overt 

physical indicators of a social group membership, sexual orientation is often invisible or 

c m  be hidden (Strornmen. 1989). Anxiety is common among children who are thinking 

of coming out to their parents (Borhek, 1987). The research literatme indicates that 

parental discovery of a child's homosexuality generally lads to family crisis or emotional 

distress. In any case, having to reveal one's sexual orientation can be a necessary 

challenge t O c lari& any heterosexist misconceptions. Common reasons given for 

disclosure are k i n g  honest rather than living a lie, opening up communication, 

strengthening family bonds. deepening love, and providing opportunities for mutual 

support and caring (Ben-Ari. 1995). 

In general. gay. Iesbian. and bisexual youth are more likely to corne out to mothea 

than to fathers ( Savin- Williams, 1 989). Holtzen and Agresti ( 1 990) suggest that children 

are more Iikely to disclose to parents who are relatively non-homophobic. They also 

suggest that disclosure occurs more frequently with younger parents than with older. 

Similarly. coming out may be occurring at younger ages in out society. due in part to an 

increased emphasis on sexuality in geneml, acceptance of homosexuality, and the 

availability of information conceming homosexuaiity (Holtzen & Agresti). 



P~~~~ Reactions to DischMx 

Factors afkt ing parental reactions to the realization that their children are gay, 

lesbian. and bisexual have been outlined by Collins and Zimmmnan (1983) and Devine 

(1 984). Although the information is dated, these researchers suggested that "regdative 

structureso* and "parental themes" could predict parental reactions. Devine discussed three 

themes that produce conflict: (a) the family should maintain respectability at al1 costs, 

which puts family s t a t u  above acceptance of a child; (b) the family cm solve its own 

problems. which implies that the gay child is a problem that ne& fixing; and (c) family 

memben should follow religious teachings, which imply the xjection of a gay child if 

religious teachings condemn homosexuality. Two other ambiguous themes that would 

influence parental reactions are love, which motivates the parent to try to accept the 

chi Id's ident ity. and conventionality, which implies rejection to uphold social values 

(Devine). Final ly. Strommen ( 1 989) suggests that parents may not be able to accept and 

integrate their childrenos sexual orientation if they hold ngid and separate gender d e s .  

When children corne out to their parents, the news most ofien evokes a negative 

parental response. Strommen (1 989) states that it "creates for the parent, a subjective 

perception that the child is suddeniy a stranger, a 'member of another species, someone 

whose essential wants are unrecognizable and différent'" (p. 40). Robinson, Walten, and 

Skeen (1989) found that only 2% of parents said they were glad to leam chat their 

children were gay, lesbian, or bisexual and, even then, the positive m p o w s  were more 

because their suspicions were confirmed. not that they were tnily happy that their child 

was a part of a sexual minority. Most parents reported experiencing emotions such as 



shock. denial. gui l t  confuîion, anger, and acceptance. 

Shoçkt Shock was a very common emotion immediately following disclosure. 

One father described the discoveiy that his child was gay like king hit in the face with a 

brick (Muller. 1987). Shock is experienced because parents form images of their children 

dating memkn of the opposite sex, marrying, and eventuaily h a k g  a family through a 

heterosexual union. Very few parents ponder the sexual orientation of their newbom 

chi ldren. Often parents can not c o ~ e c t  their children to the distorted gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual images porirayed by the media (Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of 

Wornen. 1996). As one parent stated, ''Laurie didn't fit my image of a lesbian, as a 

woman who looked acted, and dressed like a man. She was petite, pretty, tright, and 

c h m i n g  (Rafkin. 1 996. p. 19). 

DeniaL Many parents experience a period of deniai, a time when they are not 

willing to entertain the notion that their children are gay, lesbian, and bisexuai. Denying 

the existence of their children's sexual orientations can give them the opportunity to 

absorb the information (Griffin, Wirth, & Wirth, 1990). One woman said, "1 thought it 

was not really true. she would still meet someone nom the opposite sex with whom she 

could have an intimate relationship" (Robinson et al., 1989, p. 66). Denial is often 

expressed when a parent fkquently dismisses his or her child's gay, lesbian, or bisexuai 

identity as a phase that will p a s  (Mattison & McWhirter, 1995). 

GuiIt. Strornmen (1 989) describes guilt as when parents feel they "somehow 

caused their child to become homosexual and therefore are responsible" (p. 40). Bernstein 

( 1990) explained that parents who blarned themselves eied to remember situations 
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involving their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. One wornan remembered that she 

spotted during pregnancy and wondered if that had anything to do with it. Another mother 

made a causal link to the fact that her gay son (dong with her other children) had joined 

her and her husband in bed many times during childhood. m e r  reasons for how parents 

thought they were to blame were king divorce& king too strict, king a strong mother, 

king alcoholic. having linle time for a daughter when she was a child, not behg 

available emotionally in the child's early years, k ing  an insufficient male role model, 

king anistic. king a man-hater, and king a dominant wife (Bernstein). 

Anger c m  be fbeled by shock, denial, guilt, and hostility towards 

homosexuality. One child recalls, "Dad escorteci me to the garage where 1 was harassed. 

'You fucking queer, you goddamn faggot ... sissy .... Do you actuaily have sex with your 

lover?' (Savin- Williams, 1 989. p. 3). Another parent stated, "1 was angry. What the hell is 

he doing this to me for? The other thm wds] were perfectly normal" (Thompson, 1997, 

p. 1). Anger is also expressed at society in general, "what did I do to deserve this" or 

'-why is this happening to me?" (Robinson et al., 1989, p. 66). 

cceDtance. The acceptance phase is ofien dependent upon working through the 

other phases and is often felt later. Mattison and McWhirter (1995) suggest that patents 

who accept and integrate their child's sexual orientation are often publicly open and non- 

defensive about it. Others live their lives quietly without announcing or even reflecting 

upon their children as gay, lesbian, and bisexual, but are always willing to be open and do 

not need to deny it. One woman expressed her acceptance of ber child: "1 was pleased he 

had found himself, had fiiends, 1 wanteâ hirn to know 1 loved him" (Robinson et ai., 



Acceptance is not to be con- with tolerance. Some parents "tolerate" their 

children's sexual orientation, implying that they are doing their child a favor by putthg 

up with his or her differences (Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women, 

1996). Tolerance cm corne in the fom of a condescendhg tone, or disregard for the 

child's partner. One woman remarked, %hile no one in my fmi ly  has disowned me or 

anything like that. I've noticed that there is a hesitancy now.... I'm in a relationship, but 

there are people in my farnily who will never mention my pmtner's name. They will not 

ask anything. Nothing*' (Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Statu of Women, p. 33). 

Slimmarv 

In this literature review, I have outlined some general areas of research that have 

sensitized me to issues related to parental experiences of having gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual chi ldren. S peci fically . 1 have presented literature on (a) homophobia, biphobia, 

and heterosexism, (b) coming out. and (c) parental reactions upon disclosure. 



Chapter Three 

This study was conducted within a nahiralistcqualitative paradigm. 1 chose this 

paradigm because it enabled me to make sense of parental experiences within the 

contexts of their lives. The study design was flexible and emergent; 1 gathered 

information in natural settings, and 1 was aware that my findings were wntext-bound 

(Guba, 198 1). 1 chose qualitative methods to collect, analyze, and interpret my findings 

because they ailowed for emic (i-e., the participants') description of phenornena and 

recognized indigenous knowledge and expertise (Morse! & Field, 1995; Patton, 1987). 

Finally, I choose a nahualisticqualitative approach because my intent was not to test 

theory or to make causal inferences, but rather to acquire and interpret in-depth and 

meaningfùl accounts of the experiences of parents d e r  they found out that their children 

were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. 

Sambline 

To identie potential participants, 1 began by using maximum variation sarnpling, 

which "aïms at capturing and describing the central themes or principal outcornes that cut 

across a great d d  of variation" (Patton, 1987, p. 53). 1 had hoped to acquire a sample 

that was diverse in ternis of race, class, and gender. However, 1 became aware vay early 

in the process of data collection that parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people are a 



ciifficuit population to reach. I was uosuccessful in contacthg parents through gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual orgmhtîons, such as JUKA, a gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

o r g h t i o n s  for Afncan Canadians, and the Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Youth Roject. 

Finding parents through gay, lesbian, and bisexual fiiends and acquainîances was also 

diffi~cult. When 1 asked my fnends and quaintances to ask their parents if they would be 

willing to be interviewed, the typical respow was 4 told my Mom 1 was gay, but there is 

no way she would ever want to be interviewed." I evenhially resorted to a convenience 

sample, in which I inte~ewed parents who were easily contacted and intewiewed. My 

main source for hding participants was Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays 

(PFLAG), which is a support group for fkiends and family of gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

people. One of the group organizers called various members and asked them if they 

would mind if 1 mailed them an invitation to participate in my study. Mer receiving a list 

of narnes, 1 mailed out eight letiers and received telephone cab nom seven PFLAG 

members. I aiso received two phone calls h m  parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

fiends of mine. Despite having to resort to convenience samp1ing, 1 managed to acquire a 

relatively diverse sample 

. . . . c chrirpçtengics of Twelve participants were interviewai 

in total; seven mothers and five fathers. Six interviews were with just one parent and 

three interviews were with both parents. 1 did not ask participants their racial or ethnic 

backgrounds; however, two participants said they immigrated to Canada h m  England, 

one identified as Chinese Canadian, one identified as Jewish and one lived in San 

Francisco and was visiting Halifax. The other participants did not sesident@. Nine 
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parents were married and three were divorced and single. Eight had gay sons, three had 

bisexual daughters and one had a lesbian daughter. The participants' sociwconomic 

status ranged h m  highly paid professionals with multiple degrees to parents with vay 

low incomes and educationd status. 

of the The primary strength of the sample was 

that most parents had done a lot of thinking, üstening, and speaking about having gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual children at montMy PFLAG meetings. As a result, they were well 

prepared for the interview and were very articulate. However, the sample was limited 

because 1 was unable to interview parents who were unconifortable with, or not interested 

in taiking about their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. 

During the data collection phase of my r e m h ,  1 engaged in intense dialogue 

with participants, both during formal intewiewing and idormal conversation. During the 

interviews, I used a semi-structured interview guide (see Appendix A). Before arranging 

my fht interview, 1 showed the guide to my advisor, my thesis cornmittee members, and 

five PFLAG members. Their suggestions and input helped to formulate questions. The 

interview guide was quite helpful during some interviews, but not so helpful in others. 

For example, one mother seemed to know exactly what she wanted to say beforehand and 

did not need or want to be probed. M e r  parents were sparse with their anmrers and 

needed probing. In one interview, 1 went tbugh my questions in 30 minutes, but then we 

had a lively and lengthy discussion after the tape machine was tmed off. Other parents 
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responded with very elaborate answers to my interview questions, taking up to 1 hour and 

45 minutes to complete the interview. As my fieldwork propssed, additions and minor 

changes were made to the interview guide as I developed a sense of what 1 wanted to 

explore in my analysis. Al1 changes to the i n t e ~ e w  guide have been documenteci (see 

Appendix A). 

Afier my first interview, 1 created a journal of what Geertz (1 973) cobed %ck 

description," in which I extensively and carefully described the the,  place, and physical 

and social environments in which the intemiews took place. This j o d  helped me 

reflect on the interview process, and it brought back rnemones of the interviews during 

later analysis. 

1 collected my data in two main ways: through depth interviews and by attending 

monthly PFLAG meetings. Patton (1987) described depth interviewhg as "asking open- 

ended questions, listening to and recording the answer, and then following up with 

additional relevant questions" (p. 108). 1 used depth interviewhg because 1 wanted to 

acquire a sense of how these parents thought, felt, and am& and how they organîzed 

meanhg in their world. The i n t e ~ e w s  were semi-structured and ranged h m  30 to 105 

minutes. Al1 interviews took place in the participants' residences, except for one, which 

took place in the home of the participant's daughter The interviews themselves were 

more of a discussion than a question-and-answer m o d o  Many parents asked me 

questions about king gay and said they learned a lot fiom the interview end that they 



"enjoyed the exchange." Al1 interviews were tape recordeci, with the consent of the 

participants. 

I also gathered information during monthiy PFLAG meetings, in which 1 engaged 

in informal conversations with parents. Patton (1987) de£hes i n f o d  conversation as 

"the spontaneous generation of questions in the nahnal fiow of an interaction, typically an 

i n t e ~ e w  that occurs as part of ongoing participant observation fieldwork" (p. 1 10). At 

the beginning of data collection, 1 was not sure if it would be appropriate for me to atîend 

regular PFLAG m e e ~ g s ;  however, after the fh t  few meetings, 1 developed a sense that 

my presence was welcome. Before, during, and d e r  the meetings, 1 had dightening 

conversations with parents about their concerns and questions regarding gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual life. For example, one mother asked me the foliowing question on the way home 

fiom a meeting: 'As a gay man, do you ever have the desire to dress up in women's 

clothing or want to look like a woman?" At another time, a father made the following 

comment: "1 think I understand gays and lesbians, but 1 am really confused about 

bisexdity." It was by sharing my thoughts on questions and comments like these that 

made me feel that my presence at PFLAG meetings was appropriate and useful. 1 did not 

intend to becorne a regular mernber of PFLAG; however, after the fist few meetings, 1 

realized that 1 was leaming a lot fiom the lively discussions and that my presence was 

appreciated. 

Most of the t h e  during meetings, 1 quietly listened to what parents had to say and 

observed the interactions between parents. This observation pmvided coritext and 

meaning within the culturai setting that helped me fonn my analysis and interpretation of 



these parents thoughts, feelings, and bebviors. 

Analyzhg and interpreting qualitative data are ofkm long, arduous, mative, and 

intellectudly rigorous processes. Patton (1 987) d e h  analysis as "the process of 

bringing order to the data, organizing what is there into patterns, categorïes, and basic 

descriptive units" @. 144). Interpretation involves attaching rneaning and significauce to 

the analysis, explaining descriptive patterns, and looking for relatioriships and linkages 

among descriptive dimensions" (p. 144). 

1 began my analysis and interpretation by reviewing my initial research questions. 

1 hired a transcriber to transcribe the nine i n t e ~ e w s  tapes ont0 papa and cornputer disk. 

1 put the paper copia and a back-up disk of the transcriptions in a d e  place and I worked 

with two other copies, one on my cornputer's hard drive and one on disk. 1 then mailed to 

each interviewee a photocopied version of their interview transcript dong with a letter 

thanking them for their participation (see Appendix B). They had the option of reading 

the tnuiscnpt and mailing back any additions or corrections. I d e d  out these member 

checks to re-assure my participants that if they said something on tape that they afterward 

regretted saying, they would have the option of deleting it b r n  the tnuiscript Moa 

participants did not have any serious problems with the content of their interviews. The 

only changes that parents requested were grammîtid. 

ktitially, 1 listened to a few interviews on audio tape and jotted down potentid 

themes and pattems. M e r  listening to the third audio tape, 1 changed my approach and 



opened up the interview mes on my cornputer. 1 found it to be more efficient to work 

with the interviews directly in my word pmcessor. 1 changed the text of each i n t e ~ e w  to 

a different color, so I could easiIy trace quotes once I started cutting and pasting. I then 

created four new files; physical h d t h ,  mental health, emotional heaith, and spintuai 

health; thinking that through this system, 1 could organUe the data in a meaningful way. 1 

went through every interview and cut and pasted sections of the interview that 1 thought 

fit into any of these four categories. However, es 1 did that, I d i z e d  that the interview 

data did not fit well in this system. After going through the intexviews once, 1 opened 

each of the four new files and thought about how the categories could be changed so the 

data would fit better. What evenhially emerged tunied into chapter four-a content 

analysis of the data. At this point, it became apparent that my d y s i s  was not guided by 

my initial research questions, but by analytic insights that emerged during data collection. 

Mer most of the data was organized into themes, 1 met with a peer and showed 

her my analysis in progress. Debriefing with h a  was helpful because it enabled me to 

think about, articulate, and justi@ my analysis. She also gave me constructive feedback 

on my analysis, and some potentiai directions I could take with it. 1 also re-read the 

original i n t e ~ e w s  and found passages that 1 had overlooked. I then cut and pasted them 

into the appropriate categories and shifted others that fit better elsewhere. Upon 

completing chapter four, 1 realized that it was rnostly analysis of the data and had virtually 

no interpretation. 1 decided then, that chapter five would be devoted to a meaningfùl 

interpretation, not only of the themes that emerged in chapter four, but also of the broder 

context of my participants' realities. My intexpretation in chapter five was infomed by 



the interviews, the informal conversations with parents, my observations at PFLAG 

meetings, my life experiences, and the literature. 

Consideratiom 

Not hamllog the -ch participants was a high priority for me during data 

collection and analysis. Hence, 1 took a number of p d o m  to ensure the protection of 

participants. First, a letter was sent to prospective participants outlining the purpose and 

methods of the study (see Appendix C). A consent fonn (see Appendix D) was signed by 

d l  participants, which explained that their remarks would be treated in a confidential 

manner, that their participation was strictly voluntay, that their participation could be 

stopped at any time, and that their identities would be protected through the use of 

pseudonyms. The study received ethical approval fiom Dalhousie University's Faculty of 

Graduate Studies on September 28,1997. 

Summan, 

This study operated within a naturalisticqualitative paradigm. 1 used maximum 

variation sampling and convenience sarnpling to i d e n t e  potentid participants. Data 

collection occurred through depth intenriewing and informal conversation. In ternis of 

andysis, 1 organwd the data into themes end made interpretations regarding the broad 

contexts of my participants realities. Finally, 1 took a number of ethical precautions to 

ensure the protection of participants. 



Chapter Four 

In this chapter, I nimmarize the main themes that emerged h m  the interview 

data At the time of intervie* ali parents h e w  that their children were gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual. Most fond out through conversations with, or letters hm, k i r  children, 

whereas some found out beforc their children told them. Most parents said that finding 

out was a signifiicant event in their lives. Finding out was followed by moWig towards 

understanding and acceptance of their gay, lesbian, and bisexual cmdren, during which 

they developed thoughts, feelings, and actions that changed, overtime, as they 

accommodated this new information. Prior to finding out, a few parents were strrady very 

understanding and accepting of gay, lesbian, and bisexd people and, thus, had very little 

difficulty understanding and accepting their childrea However, many parents made 

significant changes in their move toward understanding and acceptance, which are 

presented Iater in this chapter. Before I present the main themes that emerged h m  the 

i n t e ~ e w s  data, 1 define understanding and acceptance in the context of this study, and 1 

discuss understanding and acceptame in relation to "coming out." 

1 J- Acc- 

In developing the definitions of understanding and acceptance, I refiected on the 

intewiews 1 had with parents and the discussions 1 participated in during PFLAG 
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sense that much of the dialogue was about moving tuward understanding and accepting 

their gay, iesbian, and bisexual children. T'us the definitions 1 present here are based on 

my empirid data. 

Undemandinn. For this study, 1 present a four-fold definition of understanding. 

Understanding entails (a) acquiring knowledge about homosexuality and bisexuality, (b) 

being able to distinguish myth h m  reality in ternis of sexual orientation, (c) leaming 

about their children's feelings toward their own sexual identity, and (d) king able to 

recognize issues and concerm that their chüdren face with regards to king gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual (e.g., homo pho bia, gay-bashing, diScfimination, and coming out). 

Some patents 1 spoke with said they grew up knowing nothhg about 

homosexuality and bisexuality. One mother said that it was not until her third year of 

universîty that she realized that some women were attmcted to, and had reiationships 

with, other women. L e h g  about what the ternis gay, lesbian, and bisexual mean was 

ofien an important first step for parents in understanding their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

children. Some comrnody held myths about gays and lesbians are that they want to be 

members of the opposite sex (Nevid, Fichner-Rathus, & Rathus, 1995) and that they have 

sexual dysfhctions (Tuerk, 1995). One mother I spoke to asked her gay son, "are you 

able to masturbate?" In talking with her son, she realized that having same-sex desire did 

not equate to sexual dysfunction. For parents, having the ability to separate myth b m  

reality was an important step in understanding their children- In terms of leaming about 

how their children felt about their own sexuai identity, one mother asked her daughter, 

"ere you mad that you are gay? Like, do you wish you were straight [heterosexual]?" The 
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her daughter would be discriminateci against. Third, some parents couid not accept certain 

aspects of gay, lesbian, and bisexual culture. One mother said that she had no problem 

accepting that her son was gay, but the fm that he dressed in drag bothered her. In the 

intenriews aad PFLAG meetings, parents discussed and worked through the reasons 

behind their mistance to acceptance 

In thinking about the interviews and listehg to parents during PGLAG meetings, 

1 developed a sense that understanding and acceptance did not always go hand in hand. 

Some parents understood homosexuaiity and bisexuality, and had the ability to 

differentiate between myth, stereotype, and reality, and still did not accept their children's 

sexual identities. Sirnilarly, some parents accepted their children's sexuality whole- 

heartedly before understanding what the news really meant. 

des- Acc-e in Rela- 0% 

Moviag toward understanding and acceptance of children who are gay, lesbian, 

and bisexud is similar to the process of "wrning out of the closet" for gay, lesbian, and 

bisexuai people. Pearhan (1 992) found that "children's selfaisclosure initiates an 

identifiable sequence of stage-based reactions and behaviom, which closeiy parallels the 

identity formation process and experiences of lesbians and gay men" (p. 10). Other 

researchers have made reference to the proces tbat parents go through as the parental 

process of cornhg out (Switzer, 1996; Boxer et al., 199 1 ; Crosbie-Bumett, Foster* 

Murray, & Bowen, 1996; Mattison & McWhirier, 1995). I would be cautious, however, in 

usllig the "wming out" metaphor for the experiences of parents after finding out their 



children are gay, lesbian, and bisexual because the term is so closely associated with 

king gay, lesbian, and bisexual that H e r s  might interpret it as meaning that the parents 

are also coming out as gay, lesbian and bisexual. To avoid such coafusion, 1 call the 

process that parents go through as moving toward understanding and acceptance. 

Unlike Pearhan (1 992), 1 fond no linear, sequential, staged-based p r o a s  by 

which parents understood and accepted their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. In fact, 1 

wouid question the validity of any linear model that daims to represent the process by 

which parents understand and accept their children. As Martin (1991) states, "any model 

of the coming-out process is an oversimplification and may not accunitely deheate the 

exact process for any one individuai" (p. 161). The parental process of understanding and 

acceptance 1 fond in the interview data and in the literature was cornplex, non-linear, 

and context specific. However, there are parallels between the experiences of these 

parents and the experiences of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people (see Table 1). These 

parallels suggest that parents can be adversely affected by societal homophobia, biphobia, 

and heterosexism in similar ways as gay, lesbian, and bise& people. The experiences of 

gay, lesbian, and bisexual people 1 include in Table 1 have k e n  cited in the literature. 

The experience of parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children in the same table have 

corne from my research, and are explored in greater detail later in this chapter. There are 

important ciifferences between the expkences of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people and 

parents (Le., parents do not typically d e r  h m  gay bashing, housing discrimination, and 

legal baales for gay marriage) that becorne hidden by making these parallels. 

The parents in my study quickly became aware thaî, even as heterosexuals, they 



Table 1 

enca Retween Lesb 

Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Parents 

Awareness of same sex attraction 
(Pearlman, 1992) 

Reacting emotionally to the awareness 
of same sex attraction 
(Strommem 1990) 

Hiding sexual identity fkom 
acqiiaintances, fiiends, and family 
(Pew 1997) 

Feeling alienated fiom fiiends and family 
(Health Cmda, 1996) 

Coming out to fiiends and family 
(Strommen, 1 989) 

Grieving the loss of potential family 
and children 
(Thompson, 1992) 

Meeting other gay, lesbian, 
and bisexual people 
(Kelly, 1 998) 

Taking pnde in their identities 
(Kelly, 1 998) 

Finding out about child's sexual 
identiîy 

Reacting emotionally to hding  out 
that their children are gay, lesbim, 
and bisexuai 

Hiding their children's sexual 
identities fiom quaintances, 
fiiends, and family 

Feeling alienated fiom firiends 
and family 

Telling fiiends and family 

ûrieving the loss of potential 
grandchildren 

Feeling hurt h m  discrimination 
against child 

Meeting other parent who have gay, 
lesbian, and bisexual children, and 
meeting other gay, lesbian, and 
bisexual people 

Taking pnde in their children's 
identities 
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were subject to societai homophobia, biphobia, and heteroseximi. Just as gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual people have to develop a new sense of identity when they corne out, some 

parents 1 interviewed had to shifk t ' e u  perception of their place in society h m  the 

security of king a part of the mauistream, "nomial' culture, to king a part of the 

marpinaiized bbabnormal." When they became aware that they were differrnt from parents 

of heterosexual children, they developed thoughts and strategies s d a r  to ones used by 

gay, lesbian, and bisexuai people to cope in a homophobic society. For example, they 

sought out people who they expected would be understanding and told them about their 

children. They also avoided people who were particularly vocal in their homophobia 

Other parallel expenences included feeling uncornfortable m interacting with 

heterosexual fnends and family members, hiding theu children's sexual identities, 

grieving the loss of marriage and grandchildren, and eventually accepting their children's 

sexual identities. Al1 of these experiences are described later in this chapter, and some are 

analyzed in detail in chapter five. 

e m s  That F-d Frpm the 

In moving toward understanding and acceptame of their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

childrcn, parents expressed four main themes during the interviews (see Table 2). First, 

parents reflected on the relationship they had with their children before they knew their 

children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. These reflections helped them resulve 

wlslllswered questions from the past and dlowed them to make sense of the p s t  feeling 

that their children were somehow different f h m  other children. Second, parents reacted 



Table 2 

Making sense of the past 

Reacting emotionally 

Changing perspectives 

Sharing experiences 

Answeriag unresolved questioned 
Sensing that theK chiidren were different 

Guilt 
worry 
Shock 
Relief 
Closeness 
Alienation 
Protection 
Grief 
Pain 
Sadness 
Jealousy 
Depression 
Denial 

Feeling victimued 
Discodort 

Thinking about homosexuality 
Spirinial and religious change 
Becoming more accepting of diversity 
Self-evaluation 

Telling others 
Seeking professional advice 
Seeking support h m  fiiends and family 
Roviding support 
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emotionally to fïnding out they had gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. These motions 

included guilt, worry, shock, relief, closeness, dienation, protection, grief, pain, sadness, 

jealousy, depression, denial, anger, feeling victimized, and discornfort. Third, parents 

developed new perspectives on homosexuality and bisedity,  spirihiality and religion, 

societal diversity, and themselves as parents and s e x d  beings. Fourth, parents shared 

their experiences by telling others; seeking professional help; seeking social support fiom 

&ends, family, and community; providing support; and speakùig out agakt 

homo phobia. 

Figure 1 conceptually models the findings. The four themes are linked to each 

other by lines representing their intercomectedness, but they are not presented in 

chronological order because parents experiences were complex and non-linear. 

To exempli& the interconnecteci, complex nature of the themes, 1 present the 

following scenario of a parent's experience, which is a composite experïence 1 created by 

taking parts of different i n t e ~ e w s  to form a typical scenario of a parent who found out 

that his or her child is gay, lesbian, or bixxual. Although the scenario does not capture dl 

the experiences of the parents 1 interviewed, it demonstrates that 1 could not categorize 

parents' experiences in a linear, stage-based mode1 that depicted their movement toward 

understanding and acceptance. 

A mother is inforrned by her son that he is gay, she simultaneously feels shock, 

worry, and sadness. Swn after, she shares her experience with her sister, Who &es her 

feel guilty by suggesting that she must have r a i d  h a  son improperly and should have 

his hormones checked. Feeling angry about the conversation with her sister, she 



Moviag toward understanding and acceptincc 

Fipure 1. Conceptuai mode1 of how parents move toward understanding and acceptance 

of their gay, lesbian, and biseXU81 children. 



unsuccessfully thinks back to before she knew ber son was gay to determine where she 

went wrong in raishg her son. She remembers past events that ww, for the first time, 

begin to make sense. She takes comfort in the thought that her son does not have to keep 

his sexual identity a secret anpore; nevertheless, she stül stniggles with accepting 

homosexuality. A few weeks der finding 0% she attends a PFLAG meeting and listens 

to other parents talk about experiences with k i r  children's coming out. Over the months 

and years, she revises her views on homosexuality, starts accepting the fact that her son is 

gay and changes her perspectives on rnany relevant issues. Still, part of her feels sad and 

womed for her son, just as she did initially. 

As this s c e d o  demonstnites, the experiences of the parents 1 interviewed were 

comprised of thoughts, emotions, and actions that were interconnected and complex. 

Some emotions were transient while others (e.g., this woman's sadness and worry) were 

long-tenn. In the remainder of this chapter, 1 provide a detailed look at each theme 

presemed in the model. 

AU parents recalled a point in time when their children came out to them. Six 

children came out to their parents in person, three in letters, two over the phone, and one 

in a home video. Some parents found out rather casually that their children were gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual. One father recalled, "it was really sudden, we were just dnving in 

the car and he said, 'you know, Dad, I'm gay.' and 1 said, 'Oh, that's news to me.'" For 

other parents, their children's coming out was a very formai event. 



Al1 that weekend, Gai1 was telling me that she had something veay important that 
she was doing. She was making a movie for her father and I to see. And 1 
remember thinking, "Geez, 1 wonder what is on it. [On] Saturday night, she 
purposely got dresseci up very ferninine. She put a skirt on, and she put a nice 
blouse on...and we sat and watched this movie, which was about her life. And 
then [the movie] came to a point where she said "these are dl the reasons you 
werr so prou& and 1 hope you'll still love me when 1 tell you I'm gay." 

Before the coming out, most parents did not know uiat their children were gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual, but a few did manage to figure it out beforehand. One father commented, 

b'well, he actuaily told me but there were preliminaries for a year before that In my heart 1 

already knew, which made the actual conversation much easier." Another mother said, 

It was a little over a year ago when he said to me, "Mom, I have something to tell 
you." Well, he didn't have anything to tell me. 1 had already put two and two 
together and came up with three. 

Some parents said that they knew something was concerning their children, but they did 

not know what it was. "For about three or fou. days I knew he was going to tell me 

something, and I knew it was going to be fairly traumatic but b s  king gay] didn't ever 

occur to me at dl." One set of parents said they had to bring it up in the fonn of a 

We were picking up that he was kind of depressed and he wasn't getting his work 
[done] at school. So one night we [asked him], '5s something bothering you?" and 
he said, "yes, as a matter of fact something is." So we kind of played a little 
guessing game: "Are you wonied about school?" "No." We went through al1 
those options and at the very end, I said, "do you think you're gay?" and he said, 
"yes.'' 

During the intewiews, some parents compared finding out that their children were 

gay, lesbian, and bisexual, to other events in their lives. Some said that they had never 

experienced something comparable to this, whereas others said that the intensity of 

emotion felt after finding out about their children was comparable to other life events. 



It was one of the most significant events in our lives. 

I've never gone through anything like this before. 

Dt wuld compare to] the de& of my parents. But 1 mean even that is a naturai 
course of events. You know, you grow up, your parents get old, they die. This is 
sort of more out of the ordinary. 

It's definitely not a h u e n t  experience. 

There was nothing in my Mie so personal that had tbat kind of an affect on me 
except the l o s  of my mother and my sister. 

Finding out that their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual was a significant 

event in many of these parents lives. Most fond  out through conversations with their 

children, although some found out beforehand. After finding ouf parents made sense of 

the past, ihey reacted emotionally, they changed their perspectives, and they shared their 

experiences. 

Sense of ~e P a  

M e r  fmding out that their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual, most parents 

reflected on past events in their children's lives. They were able to answer unresolved 

questions h m  the past, and they made sense of the past thought that their children were 

somehow different . 

e-lved au- Parents used this new information about their 

children to amwer unresolved questions about their children's past activities and 

1 knew that he had activities but 1 didn't know what they were. In fact, he had been 
going on trips and 1 didn't quite understand what the trips were about. 1 now 
understand [that] he wouid try to touch base with gay and lesbian people there and 



invariably succeed. 

This [his son being gay] actuaily explained a great many thùigs, ... very difficult 
times which 1 didn't appreciate. We Ir>arrnts] were puzzied why be would be very 
moody. Obviously he had sometbg to tell us that he wam't t e h g  us, which, at 
that stage, I had no idea what it was. So it [his coming out] explained many years 
of some unhappiness. 

One mother said that finding out that her son wes gay helped her rrsolve questions of her 

own be havior . 

1 remember one tirne 1 went up to bis m m  and he had this poster of Chris Issac. 
He's a male singer. 1 rernember when I looked at the poster, there was this feeling 
of rage that went through me. 1 felt like ripping it down off the d l ,  but I didn't 
have any reason why .... 1 just said to myself, Weil, that is riclicdous." But then 
later on, when I found out, 1 felt like I must have s e d  something. 

Another mother had a bisexual daughter who was married to a bisexual maa She said she 

was able to interpret their marriage M e r  with the knowledge that they were both 

bisexual. 

The way that the relationship with her husband got going ... started to make much 
more sense when 1 knew particularly that he was bisexual too. It helped make 
sense about why certain things were going on or happened. 

n w e r m  Although most parents did not suspect 

that their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual before they came out, many parents felt 

that their children were different fkom most other chUren. 

There was something there and 1 wuld never put my finger on if but 1 always 
kind of knew there was something different about her. 

We always talked about Jerry marching to a different dnmimer. 

Well, I always knew that he was different 

1 always thought Peter was such a loving, kind boy. Yes, I knew he was different 
but 1 was hoping it was just because he was caMg and considerate. Little did I 
redize it was king gay that made him this wnsiderate and understanding and 



1 gueu 1 mut  have at least subco~lsciously felt that maybe he was [gay]. But 1 
don? know why. 

AU parents reacted emotionally to thek children's coming out; however, emotions 

varied significantly h m  parent to parent in tenns of type, intensity, duration, and order. 

For instance, parents often felt multiple emotions at once, or felt an emotion once and 

experienced it again at a later date. Some emotions lasted a few moments while othm 

lasted years. In light of the complex nature of parents' emotions, the order in which 1 

present hem is fkom more common to Iess common. 

çiuill Guilt was a very cornmon emotion expressed by parents. Many parents 

wondered if they had done something to cause their children to become gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual. One mother thought that her son rnight have becorne gay becaw she was not a 

particularly ferninine woman, while another thought that her daughter might be lesbian 

because she instilled a strong feminist ethic in her. 

1 like sports and 1 was always a tom boy .... 1 had spent a good amount of my iife 
having people looking at me...and making mmarks. And 1 have always had 
concerns that maybe I'm not as feminuie as you are supposed to be. [[ felt] in some 
way 1 might have [caused it] .... You know, what you read in the books about ... 1 
mean there was that . .dominant, overbearing mother [theory] . 

I always, always impressed on both of my girls never to let a man push [them] 
around. "You are as smart as any man. You can do anything a man can do." You 
know, 1 always pushed those issues. And then I thought, "oh, did 1 go overboard?" 

Other mothers felt that they were biologically or geneticaily rrsponsible for the sexual 

orientation of their children. 

When 1 was pregnant with Sherry, 1 hemorrhaged in my fourth month. Was a part 



of her king formed at that time and, because 1 hemorrhaged, it didn't get formed 
right? She was bom seven weeks early. I was like, "uh, oh, is this because she was 
bom early?" 1 mean all those wodd have ben my fault and I had a lot of guilt 
about that . 

Alex was bom with an undescended testicle and later on he had a hemia on tbe 
other side .... And I can't say that didn't bother me either, always wondering, 'tveli, 
is it [his sexual orientation] because...." 

At the [PFLAG] meeting the other day when Vickie brought up that it's the 
mothers that have the extra chromosome, 1 said, "oh my God, it [emphasis 
added] our fault" You know, that made me feel real good [guiity] again. So it was 
m y  fault that he's gay? 

One mother also felt that perhaps her desire to have a giri instead of a boy caused 

her son to be gay: "1 had wanted a little girl so M y  and al1 my thoughts were little girl's 

thoughts for this baby. 1 mean, if no one d y  knows, then codd that have contributed? I 

still wonder." Another expressed guilt about having heterosexual privilege that her 

lesbian daughter did not have. 

1 went through an awful guilt trip because it made me feel bad that 1 was accepted 
in anything 1 wanted to do and Mary wouldn't be. And 1 can remember going to a 
dance at Christmas the ,  1 gwss, the wune year Mary carne out. My husbaad and 1 
were up dancing, and 1 remember 1 just wanted to leave and just wver go to a 
dance again. 1 just felt so bad. And afterwards we were tallring about it, and he 
said, 'khy did you feel bad?" 1 said, "because Mary couldn't do what we did. She 
just couldn't get up and dance with her partuer, and waltr and carry on and kiss 
her if she wanted to. And 1 can do that." It really, really bothers me.... Like what 
makes me any better than her? 

One father felt guilty about listening to, and laughing at, gay jokes that were told in h n t  

of his son in the past. "1 guess the first d o n  was, 'did 1 tell any [gay] jokes in the 

past?' 1 know that 1 have laughed at those jokes in the past.... Does he think I'm a jerk?" 

Another father felt guilty for not king more active in helping other parents of gay, 



lesbian and bisexuai children. 

1 think a part of it would be people like myself corning out and king more 
outspoken in trying to help people in the same situation. But Pm not sure I'm 
ready. 1 feel quite guilty th- Have I done what I can? 1 havent 

Guilt was one of the most common d o n s  for parents after finding out their children 

were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. The reasons parents felt guilty ranged h m  wondering if 

they caused their children to be gay, lesbian, or bisexud, to being homophobic and not 

king politidly active in the fight for equality for their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

Wony was another very common parental teaction to their children's self- 

disclosure. Parents womed that their childRn would not be accepted in society or in the 

fmily, that their children would not be d e ,  that the quality of their children's lives 

wodd be compromised, and that people would fhd out that they were the parents of gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual children. 

The hardest thing for me was the fat that I knew not everyone was going to 
accept her, and that is very, very difficuit. And 1 still stmggle with that. 

Well, 1 mean I am always womed that society will never accept it, that he's going 
to be discriminated against, people are going to be Iaughing at him. 

1 wish he would tone it [bis effeminacy] down a little bit just so he doesn't get his 
head kicked in going down the street some &y. 

1 guess rny reaction was to be really womed about him. Not so much that he 
would get beat up but what his life would be like. 

1 was horrifiai initially that somebody in my family, somebody that 1 loved so 
much would be in what 1 would consider such a negative position. 

1 was a d  people were going to find out 

At the back of my min4 I'm waiting for the d l .  It's iike when your children are 



out at ni& and youk not quite sure how they are getting on or whaî is 
happening .... 1 think you are slightly nightened for your children at the best of 
times. And 1 thllik this ming gay] is just perhaps one step more because it's just 
one more thing that you b d  of dont need. 

Worry was an emotion that lasted for a long tirne. Its pemuuiency is due to the fact 

that there is always the threat of violence, rejection, and discrimination towards gays. 

Parents womed for their children's safety because of the homophobic violence and gay 

. . .  bashing of which they were aware. They also wonied about dmxmmation towards their 

children, and that other people would find out that they had gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

s o c k a  Many parents were shocked to fbd out that theV children were gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual. Shock was expressed as a physiological response: "We were kind 

of in shock." It also meant king caught offguard: "He sent me and his father a letter 

teilhg us that he was gay, which was quite a shock." Parents felt shock when they never 

suspected that their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. "1 didn't expect it at dl. I 

was completely and totally shocked." Shock was o k n  a short-lived emotion, usually 

lasting anywhere fiom a few minutes to a few days. 

Some parents felt relieved after theu children came out to them. Relief was 

often felt when parents' suspicions that their children might be gay, lesbian and bisexud 

were finally confirmed. One father commented thaf "it's like a great weight has 

disappeared .... Now we're just back to nomial. Things were just not quite nght for a few 

years. It was a relief [to find out]. One father said that the initial shock was so awful that 

it was a relief to overcome it. "By the third &y [of] feeling really low and awful..it was 



like a veil Iified...and 1 felt tremendous relief." 

Many parents felt closer to their children after finding out that they 

were gay, Iesbiaa, and bisexuai. 

It's [our relationship] getting closer, 1 thbk. We're now back to king open and 
loving and caring for one motha At's improved. 

Really, it was like regaining my son again because now suddenly we talked to 
each other. There was nothing withheld. And aU these years, 1 didn't know what it 
was that he was active in. 

I think, if it's possible, we might even be closer now. We were always very, very, 
very close. And 1 think that is what hint me so rnuch, because 1 didn't know and 
we were so close. And 1 knew everything about her except for that. 

1 felt 1 had really Lost her [bisexual daughtrr] after this relationship with Donald 
[daughter's husband] started. 1 mean there were some pretty straage stuff 
happening fiom my perspective. And she and 1 had been pretty connecteci for 
many years. So it was like once she told us that [she was bisexual], there was a 
chance to feel a bit better eomected again. 

1 think it's [our relatiomhip] improved, and 1 thllik it's closer. We'll tdk  now 
[whereas] we didn't taik about homosexuality [when he was] a young kid, not in 
any detail like it has been [since he came out]. 

Closeness was felt by parents after they found out because they were able to then 

talk about important aspects of their children's lives. The sense that their children were 

distancing themselves was replaced by the opportunity to reconnect with their children. 

Alienation. In contrast to the closeness many parents felt, one father felt alienated 

from his son because he felt his gay son was different from him in a way that he would 

never truly understand. 

At the center of it is a certain alienation. My son is Mirent h m  me. He's not 
doing what 1 was hoping he would be doing. 111 probably never understand him 
quite completely because he's dinerent.... The very important aspect of sexuality is 
just foreign. 1 know how heterosed males feeï. 1 assume they have sexual 
feelings Iike myself. 1 try to understand how women feel. 1 can never understaad 



that thoroughly. That is just in the nature of things. But a homosexual male, it's 
very difficult to understand. m have to try to understand but it's not that easy. 

tectioa A few parents felt protective of their children &ter they fou& out. One 

mother wanted to reassure her son that he wodd be safie with her and her husband "My 

immediate reaction was to protect him, to rwissure him that it did not make any difference 

about how we felt about him." Another mother m t e d  to protect her family and herself 

from the societal discrimination and harassment towards gays, lesbians, and bisexuals. 

1 had this incredible crave to protect her. 1 d i M  want [my husband] or my 0 t h  
daughter to go out. 1 just wanted us to ail stay right here then nobody could hrnt 
her. Nobody would ever have to know, because 1 felt 1 could never, ever, ever tell 
anybody. It was this terrible secret that 1 had to carry around for the rest of my Iife, 
is what 1 thought. 

GriefL Grief was expressed by a few patents &er their children came out They 

said it felt like their child or another close family member had died. One father 

commented, "it sounds ridiculous now but at the t h e  it was U e  somebody really close to 

you had died." Another mother said, "it was like Kelly had died." Parents felt that their 

children were suddenly foreign to them, that they did not know them anymore, and that 

the peaon they once knew was gone, and was replaced by this new gay, lesbian, or 

bisexual person. Parents also grieved the loss of heterosexual mmiage and grandchildren. 

As one father described the loss as follows: "At the time 1 felt like my world had come to 

an end." 

One father was uncornfortable with trying to mal1 initial thoughts and 

feelings he had towards his gay son, but he described pain as a prominent feeling. 

1 think this [son coming out] is so removed [ h m  my rnind] that 1 dont trust 
myself in gohg over the stages c o d y .  1 no longer remember it. Maybe some 
things I to forget but 1 remember it was vexy painful at the beginning and the 



palli sort of settled. Now there is stiU a kind of disappointment, a kkd of pain 
back there. 1 certainly try not to show it to my son, but the pain still rrmains. 

The expression of pain is a combination of many emotions (e.g., sadness, grief, and 

enger) that accumulate and contribute to a general sense of feeling pain. It was this piin 

that makes talking about this issw difficult for this father. 

m e s s c  Parents felt sad when they learned that their children were gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual. One father felt sad because he thought he wodd w t  have grandchildren. "1 

felt that there was a loss in terms of grandchildren. Another father said that &ess was 

and still is a prominent emotion because he feels that his son will have a ciifficuit life. 

I think 1 was sad. Not in the sense of "oh my God, my son is a homosexuai," but 
in the sense that life is tough enough without having that additional burden and all 
the problems that go with it to carry with yo a... And now that everything is out in 
the open, 1 still feel that it is [sad]. 

Like many emotions, sadness cornes and goes even when parents see their 

chiidren well-adjusted and content, because there is always the possibility that 

homophobic discrimination could adversely affect their children. 

Jealou% One mother felt jealous of other parents who had hetemsexuai children. 

[I was] jealous of anyone who had a straight child. And my niece lives with us, 
and she is my daughters age, and of course, she is straight And that summer boys 
would corne to the house to cal1 for her. 1 was so envious that my sister.,.could 
bave a straight child and mine was gay. Like I was so jealous of that. And then 
afler awhile 1 told myself, "my God, miarten up. You [also] have a seaight child. 
Do you hate yourself?" 

One mother felt depressed afkr finding out her daughter was a 

lesbian. 

1 would say for the first six to nine months 1 think I was in a daze. I think 1 went 
through a type of depression. I'm not d y  sure because h e  never gone through 
anything like that before. I didn't want to do mything. I couldnr concentrate on 



mything. Al1 I ever wanted to do was sleep but t h  1 couldn't stay asleep. 1 was 
really a wreck..every time 1 was mmd ha, 1 just crieci. Every time she saw me, 1 
cried. 

aeniaL One mother was in denial initialiy after her &ug&ter came out to her. 

1 remember sitting up and screaming, "no, Rhonda, you're not gay! You're 
confused. You're shy. The boys don? c d  you because they dont lmow what a nice 
person you are!" And I kept saying, "once they know, you'll have lots of dates." 
And she kept saying, "no, mom. no, mom, W s  not it." And 1 said, "oh, yes, 
honey. You're not gay, you're just shy. You're going to be okay." 

Another mother had difficdty understanding that her daughter identifiecl as bisexual 

because, in her min& bisexuaiity did not exist. 

No, 1 still saw it ber  bisexuaiity] more as semai experimentation. And maybe 
even now 1 think that 1 feel itts still part of it. 

A few parents said that anger was a strong emotion for them. One father 

said that he felt angry at heterosemial couples for having the privilege of king capable of 

holding han& in public. 

I felt angry. 1 remember getting on a bus and going to work and seeing young 
couples, teenagers 15 and 16, holding hands and m felt mgry and annoyed with 
them for having that heterosexud relationship. 

One mother felt angry at her son for coming out to her in a letter instead of in person. 

v] of course, did a lot of crying but only Ibeçause] 1 found out he was gay tbrough 
the letter .... 1 thought we had a very good relatiomhip so that is what, number one, 
made me angry-that he told me in the letter and not by himself. 

One father felt victhized by the fact that his son was gay. 

[I felt like] a victim ... wonying about me and my own feeling about that. 1 felt like 
there was a loss that 1 had. 

isco- Some parents expressed feeling uncornfortable around their 

effeminate sons. 



And king very honest, 1 do have a problem with them. 1 don't know how to deal 
with people that are, like 1 said, blatantly .... 1 talk to them and 1 socialize with 
them but 1 can't say Fm wmfortable mund them. 

Well, he iikes to dress in drag for drag shows once in a while. That upsets me. 1 
am not cornfortable seeing hirn in ladies' clothes. Although 1 must say he d e s  a 
loveiy looking lady. 

After finding out, parents expressed a wide variety of motional reactions. Some 

lasted for a few moments, whereas many have stayed with them for years. For these 

parents, reacting emotionally to the news, and resolving those emotions were important 

steps in the process of understanding and accepting their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

children. Along with reacting emotionally, parents rdected upon having gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual children and changed their perspective on reiated issues. 

In moving toward understanding and acceptance of their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

children, parents made significant changes in their thinking. For sume, perspective change 

was necessary in order to accept and embrace their children. For others, haWig their 

children corne out to them reirdorced perspectives they held already. Parents' 

understanding and acceptance was aided by thinking about homosexuality, spirihial and 

religious change, becoming more accepting of societal diversity, and evaluating 

themselves. 

about ho- Many parents developed new perspectives of 

homosexuality. Some had eniightening conversations with their children about king gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual. These conversations often cleared up wnfiision and questions 



parents had and enabled them to understand how their children saw themselves as gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual people. One mother said it was helpful to hear that h a  daughter was 

happy to be a Lesbian. Another mother said that it helped to m d k  that her son had many 

of the same concems she did regarding king gay. Other parents took cornfort in the 

thought that their children did not choose to be gay, but were bom that way. 

1 remember asking ber, "do you wish you were straight? Like are you mad that 
you are gay? Like do you want to be straight?" And she said, "no, 1 dcri't ever 
want to be straight. I'm not straight and I don? want to be." And that kind of 
helped me. 1 was angry a littie bit that she would say such a thing. Like, "how 
could you ever not want to be straight?" But it made me feel b e r  to think that 
she wasn? at least agonipng over the f a t  that her sister was straight and she 
wasn t  and her cousins are all  straight and she's not. So that helped. 

In the beginning it was quite i n t e d g  because we [me and my gay son] had 
tall<s about if he brought a boy home and they were kind of sitting holding han& 
or whatever. And 1 said "1 think I would find that strange because 1 am not used to 
seeing that." And he said, 'tveil, 1 would find it strange too." And that really made 
me think because although you have discovered that you are gay, you have still 
been brought up in a certain way in society. So it's just as weird to you even 
though you might like if and going really against what you have been brought up 
as. 

Robert made me realize ... that to be gay, you are bom that way. It's not something 
you choose. And as Robert had told me, "Why would 1 have chosen a way of Me 
that is ridiculed or hwned upon?" You know, he said, "people wouldn't choose 
that kind of life if they had to." 

One of the things to leam is that this matter of sexuality is a given. It just appears 
when one becomes of age, one just becomes oriented tbis way or that way. 
Nothing c m  be done and nothing should be done about it .... In our family, if it's 
my son that is going to be [gay] then so be it. 

As soon as I began to think about it, 1 understood that gays and lesbians would 
simply not be with us  at al1 if they didn't make a positive contribution to the 
groups that they belonged [to] ... that is the kind of thing that helped me dong. 
Gays and lesbians are cleady usefûl members of our society. By just Iooking 
around, 1 realize how maay there are in important places in literatiire and arts, in 
performing arts most visibly. I've corne to appreciate this but 1 still have not 
studied the matter thoroughly. 



One mother d U e d  that king a lesbian is not such a bad thing when you compare it to 

other situations, in which people f i d  themselves. A father thought about how his gay son 

was different fkom other people, and realized that his son was not any different. 

1 member when Tracy first came out, she was working ... and she would c d  me 
at work, and she would say, "Mom, how do you spell Tnao?" or, 'îwhe1.e is 
Middleton?" You know, some silly litiie question. And I would hang up the phone 
and say, "oh thank God she is still here. She can still call me." And 1 used to 
think, 'tvhat if 1 didn't have hm?" What if she couldn't ded with it herself and she 
did something? ... Or, you know, we have fiends that lost a daughter in a car 
accident. What if she was dead? Like what if she got hit by a car? She is gay, 
yes ... and then 1 starteci thinking to myself, 'get over i t  Like she is still here.' 
Once 1 started thinking about putting things in perspective like tbat 1 think it really 
helped me. 

Yes, 1 guess 1 try to think, "now, how is he different fiom anyMy else?" He is 
not different fkom anybody else. He is just like anybody else. 

Thinking about homosexuality helped these parents in their move towards 

understanding what homosexuality is, and what it means to their children. Thinking about 

their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children also helped them put things in perspective and 

realize that worse things could happen than hding out one has a gay, lesbian, or bisexual 

child. 

ous c- Some parents changed significantly in terms of 

spintuaiity and religion after their children came out to them. One mother abandoned her 

church and another mother became very angry with God and lost fàith. Some parents who 

were not reiigious thought that having a gay son helped them reify their negative view of 

organized religion 

[My lesbian daughter] was a religion teacher, Euchanstic minister, and alter 
m e r .  You know, we were very iavolved. And now that she is not accepted in my 
church, 1 am very angq and 1 havent been thm for, I would say, close to a yea. 



now 1 guess. 

1 becarne quite angry with God. I stopped believing any more or going to church .... 
1 lost faith. 1 blame the Lord v q  much because, as 1 Say, he knew 1 wanted a 
daughter so bad and yet he gave me a son but he gave me a gay son. Why could he 
not change this? Why couldn't he have given me another daughter instead of a gay 
son? To me, he could have done something about it, which 1 know again is stupid 
when 1 stop and think of d t y .  But at the tirne, 1 guess the Lord was the 
punching bag and it was easier to blame somebody. You know, you get anger and 
frustrations out. 

And luckily T'm not religious so that made it even easier. 

1 dismissed religion a long time ago. This [son coming out] just reinforced for me 
al1 the negative thoughts I had about religion anyway. Now 1 have even more 
arnmunition to criticize them. We [she and her husband] were both brought up 
Catholic, and long before this 1 had decided that wasn't very relevant to me. 

One father said that after his son aune out to him, his spiritual health irnpmved as he 

became more cordortable with hiinself. 

1 would say probably it improved, at least in t e m  of spintual health. 1 think by 
having a better cornfort about yourself and your self image .... 1 think thai gives 
you a better sense of well-king. 1 think for me personaliy. 

e c o w  more acc ve- Some parents said because they 

had gay children, they becarne more accepting of other minority groups. 

And also it extends your understanding to other minonties too, lïke Jewish people. 
When 1 think about other minority groups, 1 dont think that 1 had a good seose of 
what the d e r i n g  is fiom the minonties' perspective d l  1 had the experience 
with Carl. And not so much him, but listening to how other people express their 
homophobic ideas and how thaî makes you feel. You know, you feel much more 
empathy to a minority group. When you hear people like R o m e  Skokes2, it 
tended to galvanize, 1 think, a lot of my anger at the majority of people expressing 
profound attitudes towards minority groups, aud to just feel the injustice of that. 

1 guess the only way it affected me as a person .... 1 think it has helped me to be 

2Rosanne Skokes is a former Nova Scotia member of Parliament who spoke out 
against gay-positive legislation. 



sort of a more tolerant person. 1 guess 1 always thought 1 was but 1 was never 
d l y  faced with any of the hard issues of king one of the majority group here. 1 
hiad done the women's movement thing, and 1 think 1 was kind of into that. [But] 1 
never felt personaily disahhateci against as a woman in any significant way. In 
mail ways but never any great way. So I think 1 was faced with that issue of what 
it is like to be discriminated a g a ,  not me personaily but [my gay son]. 

One father said that by king Jewish he sees society differently h m  most people, and 

having a gay son has reinforced his philosophy that socieîy should promote differences. 

1 see society a Little diffierently ... fiom most people because 1 happen to be Jewish, 
and that is a group that has been persecuted. 1, myself, d e d  direct persecution 
and a p t  deal of i t  So 1 feel society should promote aU the wonderful 
differences, Merent groups that we have. Well, 1 simply added to my list, gays 
and lesbians to dl the other oppressed and repressed groups. 

val-lva Having their children corne out to them allowed some 

parents to evaluate themselves, their role as parents, and their own sexuai identity. One 

father discussed how havhg a daughter who identifies as bisexual gave hirn the 

opportdty to thinlc about his own sexuality. Another father said that having a gay son 

challenged him to confkont his homophobia Another father said that dealing with the 

issue of baving a bisexual daughter has made him feel like a good parent. 

Penny coming out certaUlly gave me an opportunity to think about my own sexual 
orientation and that whole idea of the continuum and at certain times in your life, 
you may identify yourself more to be one orientation than another .... For most of 
my adult life 1 have had a sense of human sexuality, human nature king 
essentially bisexual. Not just the Kùwy statistics but a sense that it is pretty 
normal. Especially at different stages in your Me, there is an attraction to same sex 
as well as the other sex, and having experienced my own sexuality as having some 
parts of attraction to men. But that never came anywhere near a life style choice. 
There was a point in my life when 1 was really quite confused and didn't know 
what it would mean to me, what my malaiess would be about, what it would 
mean to live a Me as a man, what kind of values. So this experience [daughter 
coming out] for me really was a grand opportunity to rethink all of that and to re- 
experience where 1 am now. 

1 always thought of myself as not being particularly homophobic relative to a lot 



of other males thai 1 know. But when it was my own son, 1 realized there were 
areas that I had that were homophobic as well. He heiped me, I think, get over 
more of that saiff that was still there. So even though 1 thought that 1 was fairly 
liberated, 1 think there was still a level of homophobia that was operating that 1 
realized once it really stared me in the face that Ïntimately. 1 think that 1 felt more 
cornfortable with myself after 1 came to grips with my own feelings about it. 1 feel 
that 1 am more sensitive to mankind. And 1 think also al1 the homophobia and the 
stereotypes, the rigid maley masculine stereotypes that 1 think we grew up with in 
culture, that the heterosexual male grows up with in culture, that you don't realize 
how much it controis your own behavior. I thuik tàat I felt a lessening of that 
control on my behavior after going tbugh  that. So not as much a need to be 
hyper-masculine. 

That makes me feel good as a parent. It makes me feel, 1 thh& very active as a 
parent. Like 1 said, 1 don't think thaî this is a story that won'? have its twists and 
hrms and surprises. And 1 think 111 be there as a parent. There is none of that, 
"what did 1 do wrong?" 

In evaluating themselves, many parents reaiized that they were margioalized because of 

the stigma attached to homosexuality and bisexdity. Some parents changed their 

perspective on their position in society. One mother felt that she was not a part of the gay 

1 tell people I'm in the gay community. 1 mean it's a part of rny Iife now so I'm 
really in tune to what is going on and things like that 1 mean before if there was a 
gay issue in the newspaper, 1 didn't bother to read it. Why would I? You know, it 
didn't affect me. 

One father commented on how his perspective changed when he became involved with 

gay issues: "Our first pride march was interesthg. We didn"t march but we went down ... to 

the waterfkont and met them when they came in. It changes your whole perspective when 

it involves you personally." 

M e r  hding out about their gay, lesbian, and bisexual chiidren, these parents 

changed their perspectives on some issues including homosexuality and religion. They 

became more accepting of divdty  and they also felt that it gave them an opportunity to 
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think about themselves as parents, and as sexual beings. Some parents dso changed their 

perspective on their position in society, and felt like memkrs of the gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual community. Changing their perspectives was important in moving towards 

understanding and accepting. Many parents shared their thoughts, feelings, and their 

changing perspectives with others. 

in the process of understanding and acceptùlg their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

children, parents s h e d  their experiences of having gay, lesbian, and bisexual children 

with others. Many parents had to c o h n t  their wncerns about telling other people that 

they were parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people. Some sought professiod help as 

well as social support fiom fiends and family. Once they reached a certain level of 

cornfort, they spoke out agakt homophobia, took interest in gay issues, and provided 

support for others who were still stniggling. 

er - wQllle Many parents expressed their concems about telling other 

people that they are parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people. Some parents wondered 

what people would think of hem, others were more concemed about hurting their 

children by telling others. Parents oRen felt like they were in the closet. 

1 was in the closet Oh, and 1 locked the door .... 1 just felt 1 w d d  never ever tell 
anybody. .. . 

I'll always be coming out. You know, there will aiways be people that I will have 
to say, "1 have a gay daughter." 

Since my son came out to me, Rre joined him in the closet because there are very 
few fnends with whom we have confideci. 



n'ml constantly judging other people's reactions. 1 mean I'm makuig a decision- 
do 1 tell him or not? 

Here 1 am quite unable to tell many of my niends some aspects of my son's life. 
It's d l y  on my wishes. He doesn't live here. He lives very fiu away so he doesn't 
mdly care one way or another. %uî I don? want to get him out of the do set.... So 
when we go to a PFLAG meeting, 1 don't teil my niends where it is wek going on 
those Sundays. When we meet our PFLAG Wends in a restaurant, our fnend asks 
me, "how do you know those people?" and 1 don? tell them. 

1 don't think 1 would have difficulty talking about it but 1 do think that 1 respect 
some boundaries amund [my son's] privacy. And 1 think tbat S I  went around 
taking about that, 1 would feel that I'rn violating some of his privacy. Why should 
1 be doing that? 1 wouldn't be talking about my other son's or my daughtefs sexual 
history, why should 1 do that with h? 

Another mother explahed that her decision not to tell othm was due partly because she 

did not know who her bisexual daughter wanted to know and felt the need to protect 

herself fiom adverse reactions. 

1 think partly that is because 1 dont know who Kerry wants to know. But part of it, 
there has been a bit of self-protection. Robably a bit of how wilI people react, 
what will people make of it? Especially when 1 told these few close niends that 
and had at l e s t  one person who had quite a negative reaction, which surprised 
me. 

Telling others that their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual was M c u l t  for 

these parents because it meant admitting they had gay, lesbian, and bisexual children; 

outing their children without their children's consent; and feeling wlnerable to prejudice 

and discrimination firom fiiends if they found out about their children. However, telling 

others was an important step in accepting their children. 

f e s s i w v i c e ,  Many parents tumeci to health professionals for 

advice on who they should talk to and what they should do conceming their gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual children. Some were not satisfied with the way theù family physicians dealt 



with the matter. Others went to see physicians, social worken, and therapists and found 

them to be very helpful. 

1 had asked my doctor [for references], and she didut give me any mes... she 
was receptive to the point of she told me it b i n g  gay] was life .... 1 would have 
liked to have had a more open talk with her. But yet 1 didn't know how to 
approach it either. 

My f d y  doctor wasn't any good at dl. He didn't give me any advice. He didn't 
offer to send me to talk to anybody. He didn't tell me where to get any literature. 
He just said there was nothing I had done, and she couldn't be changed. That was 
i t  And he more or less laughed He told me to come back to see h h  in 10 days, 
and 1 remember leaving thinking, "ten &YS? What is that going to do?" So 1 
havent gone. I've changed doctors. I've never gone back to him. If he doesn'i 
accept gay people, that is his own personal opinion. But as my medical physician, 
he should have offered for me to go talk to somebody. 

And 1 did tak to a social worker and 1 got some information over the phone. I 
found her d l y  quite helpfûl and supportive through this. So 1 think that just that 
talking through may have been a bit of a help for me at that point. 

The three professional people that we contacted-the social worker, the 
psychologist, and our family doctor-were al1 very helpfui. 

ri fiom m'ends and Mmy parents turned to friends and family for 

support afler hearing the news that their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. Some 

parents said it was important to debnef to Wends and family with whom they were close. 

I told my sister because 1 mean 1 am very close to her and 1 needed to talk to 
somebody, and 1 knew she would be safe to tak to because she is a very accepting 
person. And she just loves Beverly to death so 1 knew she would be okay. And she 
was. 

Yes. Oh, yes, it [debriehg with fkiends] was really important .... Partly it was just 
to fill them in, and partiy to talk and have a fiiend Say, " [that's] okay." 

Ow mother said it was important for al1 of her extendeci family to know, and if they did 

not accept her lesbian daughter, she was wiUing to abandon them. 

But 1 told eveybody in my f d y ,  "either you accept [my lesbian daughter] or 



you lose everybody." Like 1 would make no bones about it. 1 said, "if I ever hear 
any of you say anything or laugh at her or make fim of her, that will be i t  YouW 
lose me, [and my husbnd and two kids]" 

Some parents did not get the support they sought h m  fiends and family. m e r  parents 

said that they were not out because their niends and family were homophobic. 

1 had a few close niends that 1 told. 1 got some very stereotyped responses to the 
bisex uality... that you m u e n t  partner hop, have two partners at the same t h e ,  
and sit on the fence. And just a vcry kind of negative response to bisexuality that 1 
don't think would have been there if it had been gay or lesbisa And one of the 
people 1 talked to even had a gay colleqpe who had very negative views of 
bisexuality . 

With fiends and relativ es... they don't know. And they are quite homophobic. 

The hardest part has not been so much him telling me he's gay, as tryllig to figure 
out how to best deal with the rea of the family and people you know so that you're 
not hurting him. It's hard. 

For many parents, receiving support h m  family and fkiends was important for 

their well-being. Some Wends and family provided the support that these parents needed, 

however, many parents found their fiends and family rather homophobic. For these 

parents, they had to find new fnends and social support groups (e.g., PFLAG). 

Some parents were able to provide support for gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual people , as well as their parents. Strategies for providing support included 

becomhg more visible, and exchanging experiences and stories with other parents of gay. 

lesbian, and bisexual children. For example, 

1 was gohg dong Spring Garden Road one day and 1 saw these rainbow d g s ,  
the big hoops with the rainbows. And 1 thought, "I'm gohg to get those, and any 
time 1 go for a drive in the country or any rural area, I'm going to Wear them. So 
that if 1 go in a store or if 1 go to a yard sale and thm is some poor kid there, and 
they recognke the earrings, theyll think, 'oh, she lwks normal. Maybe I'm okay!" 

I've been trying to help that fellow because he did not corne, unlike myself, and 



join PFLAG. He has not accepted his son's lifestyle at aiI And I've been hying to 
help him out but 1 baven't been able to get h u g h .  

Murray [gay son] used to get some of the boys he knew who were having trouble 
with families to taik to me just so that they knew that they muid have fk l i e s  that 
accepted their gay children. 

Parents who had adequate support and confidence were able to provide support to 

other gay, lesbian, and bisexual people and their parents. Some dici this by king more 

visible, whereas others talked to those who were stnigghg. Along with providing 

support, many parents had the courage to speak out against homophobia 

ho- Many parents said that d e r  they found out that 

their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual, they spoke out against homophobia by 

confionting family member, fîiends, CO-workers, and media persons who made 

homophobic comrnents. One father said that before he knew his son was gay, he would 

not challenge people who made homophobic remarks, but now he does. Another mother 

spoke out against the double standard her husband was operathg on. 

1 used to let remarks go by without challenghg them and now I challenge them 
every time. And it's quite interesting to see the reactions. 

My husband got very upset about an incident that a niend and his [male] partner 
were coming to visit to our houe. And my husband got uptight because I allowed 
them to share the same bedmom. I politely and bluntly said, "well, if he was 
bringing his girl to go to bed everything would be fine, wouldn't it?" And he said, 
"yes." 1 said, "well, what is the difference?" That is a double standard, and you 
can'thave that. And even if Thomas [gay son] brought home a m e r ,  would you 
say, "no, he's not going up to your bedroom?" Because if Dan [other son] brought 
home a girl the same night as Thomas brought home a male friend, Dan wodd be 
perfectly al1 right by smwing the ass off of a girl ... but Thomas is m n g  because 
he has a male m e r ?  1 said, "no, I dont live by those standards. What is good for 
one is good for the other." And 1 stood my ground and 1 allowed them to stay. 

[A co-worker] said about working with a couple of ides, and I said, "weil, they 
have to make a living too." Just a couple of times that I have made rem& lü<e 



If 1 disagree with what they are saying then I'll say so. And I wouidn't have done 
that [before he found out he had a gay son]. 1 would have just khd o f  laughed 
dong with it because it wam't sumethhg that 1 was penodly concerneci with. So 
it was kind of acceptable humor. 1 guess because it now affects me personaily, I'm 
much more conscious of it 1 dways challenge it whni it cornes up. 

Parents who spoke out against homophobia were ones who had a fairly go& 

understanding of homosexuaiity and were intolerant of ignonmce and double standards. 

In speaking out, these parents took an active d e  to fight against prejudice and 

discrimination against gay, lesbian, and bisemai people. In moving towards 

understaadhg and acceptance, speaking out against homophobia required experiencing 

other thoughts, emotions, and most ofien occurred later in the move toward understanding 

and acceptance. 

Summarv 

in this chapter, 1 defined the concepts of understanding and acceptance in relation 

to having gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. 1 identified p d l e l s  between the 

experiences of parents 1 i n t e~ewed  and documented experiences of gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual people, to de rnomte  how homophobia, biphobia, and heterosexism can affect 

these parents. As well, 1 provided a content d y s i s  of the interview data. Al1 parents 

found out at some point that their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. Mer finding 

out, parents made sense of the past, they reacteù emotionaily to the news, they changed 

their perspectives on many issues, and they shared their experiences with others. In the 

next chapter, 1 discuss the factors that influence parents' undexstanding and acceptarice of 



their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. 



Chapter Five 

As shown in chapter four, many parents had to make signifiant 1Xe changes after 

finding out their chüdren were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. In this chapter, I discuss why 

coming to temis was so difficult for these parents. In asking %y?", I anaiyze facors that 

aid and hinder parents' move toward understanding and acceptance of their gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual children. These factors wuld be used by researchers, educators, health 

professionals, media pemmel, parent support groups, and parents themselves, to create 

stnttegies (see chapter six) in helping parents who smiggle to understand and accept their 

gay, lesbian, and bisexuai children. 

My analysis is divided into four main sections: society, community, farnily, and 

individual (see Table 3). At each of these levels, different factors have the ability to aid or 

hinder parental understanding and acceptance. My analysis of these factors is grounded in 

interview data, and is also informed by informal conversations 1 had with parents, 

observations I made at PFLAG meetings, infomation contained in the iiterature, and rny 

personal experiences. 

My s e x d  orientation has not been caused by you, nor is it designed to hurt you, 
nor should you or 1 do anyihing to try to change it. What is hurting you is the 
misinformation about homosexuality that you have been taught by society (Savin- 
Williams, 1996) 



Factors at Four J-~vels -ce 1 

Level Factor 

Society Mass Media 
Social Policy 

Friends 
Workplace 
Religious groups 
Support groups 
Recreational clubs 

Family structure and dynamic 
Finding out in the wntext of intimacy versus 
privani 
Homophobia fiom other f d y  members 
Presence of other gay, lesbian, and bisexual family 
members 
Children's spouses and partners 

Cognitive dissonance 
Willingness to learn 
Ability to shift identity 
Other experiences occumbg at the time of finding 
out 
Past experiences involwlg gay, lesbian, and 
bisexual people 



Societal values and attitudes toward homosexuaiity influenaxi these parents' 

responses to their children's sexual orientations. Societal intolerance of homosexuality 

and bisexuality provided parents with a h e w o r k  by which they fomed their attitudes, 

values, and beliefs about gay, lesbian, and bisexual people. Understanding how this 

intolerance is justified and rationalized is an important step in rrialyzhg the process of 

understanding and acceptance these parents went h u g h  af&r finding out their children 

are gay, lesbian, and bisexual. 

A common justification for disc nmiaating * against gay, lesbian, and bisexuai 

people is that they are unnaturai because they are perceived as not repmducing. Societal 

constructions of homosexuality and bisexuality place them outside of mamiage and family 

life. For example, gay men have been generally thought of as k ing  asocial, solitary, and 

deviant "creatures." As Strommen (1990) remarked, "within the intirnate confines of the 

family, homosexuality is seldom anticipated because societal prejudices lead family 

members to believe that those with whom they have close relationships cannot be gay" (p. 

12). Another justification for discrimulation stems h m  the stereotype that gay men are 

sexual predators and pedophiles. holenuice of homosexuality is thus accepted under the 

guise of child and family safety. As one mother of a gay son saki, "1 asked him about d e  

sex as al1 my fem of other gay men taking advantage of rny son sUrfacedn (Tuerk, 1995, 

p. 20). The concern she expressed for her son came h m  her perception that gay men 

were sexuai molesters who pracficed d e  sex. She, like most, received her 

stereotypical images h m  two Society-level factors that have traditionally been venues of 

homophobic, biphobic, and heterosexist expression: mass media and social policy. 



Medip. Mass media (e-g., film, television, and newspapx) refiect and 

stimulate curent social attitudes, valws, and beliefs. in western society, mass media have 

been successfbl in reflecting and promoting homophobic, biphobic and heterosexist 

attitudes. Homophobia and biphobia are expressed h u g h  the c d o n  of gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual characters who have traits deemed unfavorable by societal standards. 

Heterosexism is expressed in film and television by creating scenes and settings in which 

ail the characten are assumed to be heterosexual. The difficdty some parents 1 

interviewed had in understanding and accepting their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children 

stemmed, in part, fiom three psychological banim created by homophobia, biphobia, and 

heterosexism in the media. 

Fim, they feared that their children would look like gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

stereotypes created in the media One mother 1 in te~ewed commented, "when Sarah 

came out, 1 just had this temble stereotype of, you know, work boots, the big hunting 

jackets." Another mother recalled, '4 expected him to look like al1 of my fears and 

stereotypes of gays ... a man dressed in women's clothes or someone wearing black Ieather, 

thigh-high bots  and earrings" (Tuerk, 1995, p. 20). It is not these gender bending images 

per se that are negative, but the cultural meaning attached to them. Because culture has 

created distinct, muhially exclusive d e s  for men aad women, individuals who challenge 

these roles (e.g., gays, lesbians, and bisexuais) are considered deviant. This deviancy is 

bbcelebrateâ" in mass media, which has tmditionally presented uni-dimensional images of 

lesbians as tough manly woman, and gay men as men who want to be women or wear 

women's clothg.  While there is nothing wrong in portraying these images in mass 



media, wbat is unacceptable is the lack, tberein, of diverse representation of gays and 

lesbiad. Havhg diverse representation is important because stereotypes made 

understanding and acceptance dBicuit, particulariy for parents of gay chifdren who do 

not fit media stereotypes. One mother wmmented, 

my ideas of homosexuality were based on old movies and TV shows. Those 
images were of ferninine males. My son is very masculine, so it was hard to 
believe he was gay. Since then I've gotten quite an education (Boxer et al., 1991). 

The discordance between the image she had of her son and the image she had of gay men 

fiom mass media made it difficult for this mother to believe her son was gay. 

Second, parents had media-induced fears that gay, lesbian, and bisexual people 

lead unhealthy and unhappy lives. Parents developed the sense that they are a troubled 

group of people who need serious help. One mother stated, 

if anyone had asked me, "do you think she is gay?" 1 would have said, "no, she 
has got lots of gay niends and she's just helping them cope with it. She is not 
gay." That is what 1 would have said because 1 was convinced that she was too 
perfect [to be gay]. 

It was difficult for this mother to understand that her daughter was a lesbian because h a  

daughter did not appear to be tormented or grief stricken like media images of lesbians 

suggest. She thought her daughter was ''perféd' in the sense that she was an over- 

achiever at school, and seemed happy and healthy. Although some gay, lesbian, and 

bisexud people stniggle to cope in a hornophobic society, this mother needed to know 

that her daughter could be a lesbian and still be perfect. Other parents hear on the news 

about the negative aspects of gay Me. News most often nui articles on gays, lesbians, and 

3 B i s e ~ s  are virtual1y invisible in mass meàïa and thus stniggle to h d  auy 
representation, let alone diverse representation. 
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bisexuals in relation to A I D S ,  gay bashing, and same-sex discriminsttion. Rarely are gay, 

lesbian, and bisexd people portrayed as happy and successful. One father cornrnented, "1 

hear on the radio ... 70080% of HIV is still among the gay commmity." Another mother 

made note of gay bashing she had heard of in her ma: "There was that incident by 

Fabncville, a young chap was beaten to death." AIthough HIV infection and gay bashing 

are serious concems within gay, Lesbian, and bisexual comm~t ies ,  parents needed to see 

media images that portray gay, lesbian, and bisexual people as heaithy and happy. 

Third, the invisibility of gay, lesbian, and bisemial characters within the wntext of 

family relations made it difficult for parents to imagine having gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

children. One father commented on how seeing a movie about a father and his gay son 

helped him. 

1 saw a movie at Womwood [theater] that 1 found helpfbl simply because it was a 
much more human and n a d  portraya1 of homosexuality. It was a story of a 
father and his [gay] son in Auda . . jus t  seeing something like that 1 thought 
brought a certain comfort level. 

This father appreciated the movie because it not only portrayed a gay man as someone 

orchry, who had hopes and sîmggies like anyone else, but also because he was able to 

connect with the father. What brought hirn the feeling of cordort was the fact that he and 

his son were both represented in this movie. Media representation was an important factor 

in aiding his move toward understanding and accepting. One mother told me how media 

representation of "average" lwking gays would have been beneficial to her, and to 

If people see people like Greg [gay son] and yo urself... ~egular people fiam regular 
nonnai families who are gay tw,  then 1 think that would be a real [help]. If 1 had 
known sumebody who was just a regdar person that was gay, then 1 would have 



been reassured. But the only gay people 1 h e w  were people who you see on TV 
or the stereotyped people. 

At monthly PFLAG meetings, 1 noticed that members ofkn bmught newspaper 

articles and movie titles uiat they thought would be beneficial for other members of the 

group to read and see. In light of the importance media has on their understanding and 

acceptance, 1 have mentioned here, a few movies that include gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

characters in the last 50 years, and 1 àiscuss how the news has shaped these parents' 

images of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people. 

Popular film, as an example of mass media, has the potentiai to provide audiences 

with enlightening, Uisightfid, and representative stories about the diversity of sexual 

orientation found in Western society. However, films produced in the earlier part of this 

century (in a time when parents in my study were growing up and cultivating their value 

systems) did not present gay, lesbian, and bisexual chanicten as well-rounded people, or 

people in the context of inter-generational relationships with parents and other family 

members. The 1996 documentary, The Celluloid Closet. used film clips from the 1930s 

through the 1950s to show how gays and lesbians in cinematic themes were laughed at or 

pitied by the viewen. Gay film characters in the last century have included psychopathie 

killers, such as in the 1960s movie in which a gay psychopath kills a motel patron 

hstead of giving her fresh towels, and evil villains, such as in the James Bond action 

adventure movie, Forever, in which James Bond torches the gay chracters. 

Gay movie characters have aiso ken portrayed as victims of suicide, such as in the 1959 

movie, S- wbere a gay man entices a group of cannibalistic children 

into s e ~ n g  him for dinner. As Liard (1 9%) accurately states, "gay men have been 
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portrayed as sick and bizarre characters, but never as men in stable couple relationships, 

or as men comected to their famihes" (p. 92). 

Lesbian characters in popular fiim have had sîmilar roles as gay men. Liard (1 996) 

wmments that "lesbians have been depicted as self-loathing, doomed creatuRs whose 

ultimate solution was death" (p. 92). Death was the fate of the lesbian role played by 

Shirley Maclain in the 196 1 move ne C m ' s  Ho= A 1967 movie, T h e x  

suggested that al1 a lesbian really needed was a man, and had the lesbian c-er 

crushed to death by a tree that fell between her legs. Representation of bisexdity in the 

media has been vimiaily nonexistent. The invisibility and distortion of gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual characters suggest to parents that king gay, lesbian, or bisexual is not 

acceptable. 

In the 1st decade, however, there have b e n  an increasing number of films that 

portray gays and lesbians in the context of family life. One of the first of these films was 

a 1993 fiim about a gay man living with, and then dying fiom, AIDS. The 

main character is a gay man, who has a loving and supportive family that welcomes and 

includes his partner. A 1995 A d i a n  film, entitled n e  S m  of WL is a story of a 

loving father-son relationship, in which the father womes that his gay son had not yet 

settled down with a life partner and tried to match him up. A movie that truly unites 

homosexuality and family is the 1996 film, T m t  of the Golk  in which a family had 

to contend with genetic testing of their mbom child, which showed he was genetically 

predisposed towards k ing gay. These new gay and lesbim themes are "pioneering efforts 

to shift one of the most powerfid narratives in inerican culture, a narrative that says that 
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the concept of gay and the concept of family may not be linked in common discourse" 

(Liard, 1996, p. 93). 

The news also plays a critical role in shaping parents' images of gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual people. Perhaps even more pervasive than popular film, the news has tracked 

and has ken a driving force in the evolution of societal attitudes toward homosexuality 

and bisexuality. For most people, what is seen and heard in the news is accepted as 

reality. Unfortunately, m A i w d  (1996) states, "the capacity of the news media to mate 

and perpetuate prejudice is one of the moa unsettiing and fkightening asped~ of 

Amencan j o d i s m "  (p. 6). Although exposure nom the gay rights movement and the 

A D S  epidemic have accomplished a great deal recently in the way the media portrays 

gay, lesbian, and bisexuai people, a lot of homophobic and biphobic propaganda was 

handed to the parents 1 interviewed as they were growing up. 

In 1963, the New York Times ran its h t  fiont page nos, on gays and lesbians, 

which described them as "deviates, condemwd to a life of promiscuity." In 1967, a CBS 

documentary characterized homosexuality as "a mental illness which has reached 

epidemic proportions" (Alwood, 1996, p. 6). The authoritative tone of these articles is 

very powerful in maintainhg homosexuality as a sin or sickness. One mother 1 

in te~ewed commente& "before found out], if there was a gay issue in the newspaper, 

1 didn't bother to read it. Why wouid I? It didn't e t  me." 1 would argue, however, that 

newspaper images and messages, and lack of, did affect her before she found out. 

Although she may not have taken interest in rrading articles specifically related to 

homosexuality, glancing over homophobic messages in headlines send mou@ 



information to mate negative perceptions of homosexuality and bisexuality. 

Furthemore, the lack of gay, lesbian, and bisexual imagery in newspapers and news 

magazines creates the perception that these people do not ex&. 

ûver the decades, the guise of ne&, objective reporthg has given the media a 

track record in delivering misidomiation and distortion to North American audiences. 

However, since the gay rights movement and the AIDS crisis, gay and lesbian joumalists 

began to play an important role in shaping how gays and lesbians w m  portrayed by the 

media AIDS was vvtually ignored by the media until Rock Husdon's death in 1985. 

Since then, major newspaper; and magazines gradually increased their gay and lesbian 

coverage to a point where ncw, it is routine to read and hear about gay and lesbian issues 

in daily newspapers. For the parents 1 interviewed, it was important that they were able to 

see diverse, representative images of gay, lesbian, and bisexual characters who are 

healthy and happy 

Social Policy. 

North Americans live within the context of social policies that shape their lives, 
define oppominities, establish rights and protections, and set out the d e s  and 
mutual responsibilities included in the m i a l  contract between citizen and the 
state (Hartman, 1996) 

For parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children, social policies are important in 

establishuig attitudes, values, and beliefs pertaining to homosexuality and bisexuality. 

Laws that deny gays, lesbians, and bisexuds basic human rights and fieedoms send a 

message that these lifestyles are unacceptable. The Canadian legislaiive landscape has 

changed considerably over the last 50 years-the details of which are beyond the scope of 

this study. But gays, lesbians, and bisexuais have baen fighting for inclusionary social 
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policy and are gradually becorning successhil. For the parents I interviewe& it was 

conceming for them that their children would not be able to legally marry, acquire 

spousal pensions and benefits, and adopt childre11. Knowing that the govemment was 

. . 
changing social policies to protect gay, lesbian, and bisexual people fhrn discnmuLation 

helped parents M e r  accept their children. One example of progressive legislation was 

gay and lesbian unions as equal to heterosexual unions by changing the definition of 

spouse under Nova Scotia's Public Servants Supemuation Act and the Teachers 

Pensions Act (Armstrong, 1998). One mother said that hearing about this legislation 

helped her because she knew that it would allow her gay child to acquire spousal benefits 

to which fier other children would also be entitled. However, it also reminded her of the 

discriminatory legislation that still exists. 

Some parents 1 interviewed said that after they found out their children were gay, 

lesbian, and bisexuai, they began voting for the political party they pcrceived as king the 

most progressive in the fight for gay, lesbian, and bisexual equity in social policy. One 

father commented "the party of my choice is NDP, and I would go out of rny way to vote 

or work for a gay politician." Another mother also commente& Tm, more apt to vote 

NDP because 1 know that they are behind gay people more so than any other party.... 1 

was so upset when 1 heard that [the] Reform [Party] had gotten out West. I thought, 'what 

is wmng with you people."' These parents recognized the importance of h a k g  

progressive social policy for the welfare of their children, Social policy change based on 

the fundamentai belief that gay, lesbian, and bisexual people deserve qua1 nghts and 



privileges made it easier for these parents to accept their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

children. 

ComO]MniDr-Level Factors 

Cornmunity is defined as a social context in which a group of people interact with 

each other on a regdar basis. Parents who perceived theu communities to be intolenuit of 

homosexuality and bisexuality felt alienated and uncornfortable in their communities. 

Many recognized and disagreed with the discriminatory behavion of members of their 

communities but had difficulty accepting their cbildren's semial orientation because they 

witnessed, fust han& the oppression and stigrnatization against gays in their 

communities. Living and working in homophobic social contexts also made it difficult to 

imagine how their children could fmd communities that would be open and accepting. 

Living in social contexts that were supportive of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people made 

understanding and accepting easier. For these parents, communal contexts, such as 

neighborhoods, fiiends, religious groups, workplaces, support groups, and recreational 

clubs, were influentid in the process of understanding and accepting. 

Being exposed to prejudicial and hostile remarks against gay, 

lesbian, and bisexmi people in neighborhood settings made it difficult for parents to 

accept their children. One mother lived in a rural neighborhood, which made living with 

her gay child very dîfficuit "We moved [hm our community]. You might as well say 

they [community members] drove us out. ... And the stufFthat they would say. You know, 

'there is the little fag ....'" Her neighborhood community lacked the resources and 
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diversity to allow her and W y  to live wmfortably. When the neighbors found out that 

her son was gay, they h d  her and her family until she was forced to leave. In 

leaving, she gave up her home and neighborhood cornmunity for the welfare of her son, 

which showed that even through adversity, she accepteci him. 

E&& The parents 1 intemïewed often relied on fiends for emotional support 

and information. Neisen (1 987) reporteci that fiiends were the t k d  most popular means 

of social support, d e r  other farnily members and support p u p s  for parents of gay, 

lesbian, and bisexuaI children. Having supportive fiends helped these parents in their 

understanding and acceptance. However, some parents I in te~ewed said that a few of 

their friends were homophobic and that is was difficult handling them. These parents 

spoke out against homophobic rernarks made by their fiiends, but felt more distant fiom 

them. One rnother starteci countering the homophobic remarks her fiiend was making, 

[My fnend] was here one &y, and he said, 'God, you have a lot of fags here in 
Halifax. D o m  on S p ~ g  Garden Road, the= are fags everywhere. ' I said, 'well 
perhaps? Jim, that is because none of them will live in Cape Breton where people 
like you d l  them fags. 

The comment her fiiend made was dishirbing to her because he was unknowingiy talkUig 

about her son in a derogatory way. But by speaking out against his homophobic remark, 

this mother was declaring her understanding and acceptance. of gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

people. In her response, she acbwledged the fact that it is =cuit for many gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual to live in Cape Breton, which is mainly a d area of Nova Scotia 

She also made it very clear that she wodd not tolerate the use of 'Yag" as a homophobic 

slang for gay. Having the opportunity to speak out a g a  homophobia helped her fom 

and articulate her opinions about homosexuality, and her foelings about her gay son. 
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Not al1 parents were able to tum homophobic remarks made by Eends into a way 

to help them move toward understanding and acceptance. For them, homophobia among 

fnends was a factor that hindered their understanding and acceptance. Frienck can be 

influentid by giving advice to parents who have gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. 

Because of the misperceptions about sexual orientation, friends can give bad advice that 

can have a detrimental effect on a parent's understanding and acceptame. One mother 

comrnented, "1 had a fiiend of mine say to me at one point in time, 'did you ever have his 

hormones checked?' And 1 thoughf '1 need this like 1 need a hole in the head, lady."' Her 

niend was trying to be helpful by suggesting that she should go to the doctor and ask to 

have her gay son's hormones checked. Although the mother recognized that her niend's 

advice was misinformed, she realized that comments like that affect her anyway. The 

comment itself suggested that there was something wrong with her son (Le., hormonal 

imbalance) and that perhaps there was a way to 'fix' his sexual orientation. Even though 

she believed that sexual orientation was not something that could be changed by doctors, 

the element of doubt about her own convictions was introduced by this piece of advice. 

And although her Gend may not have been making homophobic remarks, her comment 

created a barrier to understanding and acceptance that this mother had to overcome. 

Woruace. Unlike fnends, workplace commufilties are made up of individuals 

who are not necessarily brought together by cornmon interests or personal compatibility. 

Employees at a company ofien corne h m  diverse backgrounds and spend most of their 

lives working with each other, sometimes when their political and social views are worlds 

apart. Mer finding out their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual, parents became 
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acutely a m  of how homophobic their CO-workers ami employers were. This heightened 

sensitivity to homophobic remarks made in the workplace caused distress in parents 

because they did not feel comfortabie workhg in organizations that promoted 

homophobia Anytime a CO-worker unknowingly made derogatory comments about the 

sexual minority group to which their children belong, it was hurtful. For this reason, it 

was important that parents felt cornfortable at the workplace. One woman said that it 

helped to have an understanding boss. 

I went to my boss and told him îhat something had happened in my family and 
that 1 wasn't myself, and that I didn't know if I was going to be able to work. 1 
mean 1 just went in his office and just cried for two hours. He was exceptionally 
gwd. He just told me whatever 1 wanted, 1 could have. 

For this mother, h a k g  a boss who was understanding helped her in that he gave her time 

and space to work through her m e s .  However, king mund CO-workers who made 

homophobic or biphobic jokes made understanding and acceptance difficult. It made this 

mother feel that her daughter had to work in a position of power, so that she would not be 

discrirninated agallist in the workplace. "[Pmfessionals] are better accepted, that is why 

we are pushing for Sally to get back to school. I told her, 'you've got to be a professional, 

You have no choice.'" Workplace homophobia and biphohia made it difficult for parents' 

acceptance of their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. 

ous Involvernent in religious groups can either aid or hiader 

parents' understanding and acceptance. Some parents found it difficult to move toward 

understanding and acceptance because their homophobic church groups were important 

sources of socialization, support, and information. Some abandoned their nligious 

communities with the knowledge that it would be impossible to reconcile tbeir religious 
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views with the fact that thek children are a part of a stigmatized sexual minority. Other 

parents who remained involved with their religious communities often felt distanced h m  

them. One father commented, "1 em sony Uiat in my chrnrh group the subject has not yet 

been mentioned, and it's still taboo as far as 1 can see...but maybe before 1 am gone...I can 

do something about it? OIher parents found that their acceptance was aided by the fact 

that their church was supportive of  gay, lesbian, and bisexual people. "Our church has a 

whole program to help people understand their homophobia and to make the church more 

welcomiog to gays, lesbian, and bisexuals." Being a member of a gay-affinning religious 

organization positively influenced parents' understanding and acceptance. 

m r t  Al1 of the parents who attended PFLAG said that attending the 

meetings was helpful in their understanding and acceptance of îheir gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual children. In one study of  65 parents, 25% said that a support group entitied, 

Friends and Family of  Lesbians and Gays providecl help in their efforts to cope (Niesen, 

1987). Most of the parents I interviewed who attend PFLAG had positive things to say 

about the group. 4 think PFLAG is super ... it can be very helpful, supportive, and it 

nonnalizes [homosexuality]." In joining PFLAG, many parents were seeking a new 

community for support because their existing communities were not supporîive of 

h o m o s e d t y  and bisexuality. However, one mother remarked that PFLAG is limited 

because meetings ody occur once a month. "PFLAG is a reaily good support, if you can 

compmtmentalize your lXe once a month" She recognizes that although the support 

group is important to her, it doesn't meet her needs because she still interacts in other 

communities, whic h are very homophobic. 
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Not dl groups that parents attend for support in understanding and accepting their 

children are helpful. One father discussed his u n s u d  attempt at bringing up his 

daughter's bisexuality and his own attractions to men at his men's group, 

1 spoke about Lin& there ..A was an aaomous step [for me] to talk about that part 
of myself--my degree of experience and cornedon to men as weli as women. 
That went over like a lead balloon, they did not want to talk about it." 

Although he was disappointeci that the p u p  was not more supportive of the issues, he 

said that the attempt was a reaily important part of becoming more clear about how he 

made sense of his sexual orientation. For this father, just having the opportunity to 

publicly state, through his support group, that his daughter was bisexual and that he 

thought that he might also be bisexuai was an important event in his development. 

e c r e a w  clubs. A mxeational club is an example of a group of people brought 

together by a common interest, but not necessarily personal compatibility. Some 

examples of recreational clubs include cornmunit- choirs, lawn bowling clubs, and 

outdoor clubs. People join recreational clubs to meet people and engage in a hobby that 

interests them. However, some parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children found it 

difficult to engage in a recreational activity with hornophobic members of the club. The 

barrier to desired recreation because of homophobia within recreational clubs can have 

quality of life implications for these parents. One mother 1 interviewai discussed the 

verbal abuse she received fiom a member of her recreational club: 

she [club member] said to me and my fiiend, at the top of her voie  in front of 
everybody, "which one of you is the butch?" And I said, "Pardon?" So then she 
repeated it. And it was just too much for me. 1 just biirst into tears and leR 

One of the reasons the homophobic comment made her upset was because she had 
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recentiy found out that her son was gay. The comment was pdcularly derogatory 

because it was a penonal bbaccusation" of king a lesbian, rather than a joke in general 

about gay people. It was a nrninder of the barassrnent that gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

people face on a daily basis. She did not feel cornfortable at her recreati01m.i club, and 

constant homophobic comments could have prevented her h m  staying with the club. 

Homophobia, biphobia, and heterosexim in recreational clubs can hinder a parent's 

ability to understand and accept his or her gay, lesbian, or bisexual child. 

The man who said faggot, does he know w b t  he's done? 
Passing his thoughts down to a daughter or son. 
The man who said faggot, 1 wish he would die. 
But instead, he has a business dressed in a tie. 
The man who said faggot, he just doesnt see, 
what he has said is a result of society. 
The man who said faggot, he's afraid of homosexuality. 
But most people are in al1 reality. 
The man who said faggot, just doesn't understand 
that word hurts as much as  a whip or a hand. 
The man who said faggot is one of a long kt, 
ready to fight with a word or a fist. 
The man who said faggot, the insults get bigger. 
Soon it will be, "You bitch" or "You nigger." 

-a sister of a gay man 

This poem was given to me by a mother during one of my interviews. Her 

daughter wrote it in reaction to the homophobic harassment her gay brother was enduring 

at his high school. During the interview, the mother invited me to read it on the tape 

machine and the father said he found it difficult to hear or read, "it completely chokes me 

up," he said. The intense emotional reaction that the poem evoked in the father (e.g. 
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sadness for his son and pride in his daughter) showed not only how f d y  members, 

including siblings of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children are affeaed by homophobia and 

heterosexism, but also how family members aui inauence the parental process of 

understanding and acceptance of their gay, iesbian, and bisexual children. Most family 

research has taken a between-fdy approach, in which cornparisons are made among 

individuals h m  different kinds of families, rather thaa a within-family approach, in 

which interactions between members within families are studied (Pillemer & McCartney, 

199 1 ). Consequently, relatives of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people (siblings, 

grandparents, cousins, aunts, uncles, and in-laws) are nearly invisible in the scholarly 

literature (Crosbie-Bumen et al., 1996). In spite of bis, 1 demonstrate in the following 

sections how family members play a crucial role in the parental process of understanding 

and acceptance. 

Family structure and dynamic iduenced parents' 

understanding and acceptance of their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. When their 

children aune out, some parents said that there were sh& in family members' positions 

and roles. Some family members became closer to each other, while others distanced 

themselves. Some parents had difficulty in accepting the changes in the family structure 

that arose nom their children's selfsisclosures. Strommen (1990) States, "in families 

where traditional rituais were given high stanis, the need to adopt to new, unfhmiliar 

types of relationships, particularly a same-sex relationships, may be stressfiil and conflict- 

producing" (p. 12). Other parents were prepared to make serious changes to their f d y  

structure. One mother decided to take a zero-tolerance policy regarding homophobia 



within her family of origin. She said to her relatives, 

"either you accept [my lesbian daughter] or you lose everybody." Like I would 
make no bones about it. 1 said, "If 1 ever hear any of you say anything or Iaugh at 
her or make fun of her, that witl be it. Youll lose me [and my husband and two 
fi,] ." 

In taking a zero-tolerance policy to homophobia among family members, she was willing 

to change the family stnicîure and dynamic of her family of origin to a point where they 

were no longer in her life. ui threatening to cut off ties with her parents and siblings, she 

sent a message to her family that she accepted her daughter, and would not tolerate any 

jokes or negative comments about her. Her actions demonstrated that she understood the 

injustice that gay, lesbian, and bisexual people face in terms of king ridiculed and 

discriminated against and that she accepted her daughter by taking her side in fighting for 

fair treatment for her within the family. 

parents, theK move toward understanding and acceptance was influencecl by whether their 

children came out to them in the contexts of intimacy or privacy. Intimacy is often related 

to the sharing of private thoughts, dreams, and beliefs; cornmitments; and affections. 

Privacy, on the other hand, is associated with concepts of solitude, secrecy, and autonomy 

(Ben-Ari, 1995). When coming out o c c d  within the context of privacy, some parents 

had difficulty adjustùig to the information One mother, who found out her son was gay 

through a letter cornmented, "1 thought we had a very good relationship, so that is what 

made me angry-that he told me in the ietter and not by himself." By "good relationship," 

this mother thought that the relatioriship with her son was intimaîe enough that he could 

have told her in person. But by receivbg the news in a written letter, she felt insulted that 
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her son did not fwl close or cornfortable enough to tell her in pmon. Receiving the letter 

made her feel distant towards her son, which made it more difficult to move towards 

understanding and acceptance. Another mother found out her son was gay through a letter 

and had a similar reaction: "In the end, which 1 felt quite sad about, he had to write me a 

letter. He did not feel he could tell me himself, which 1 thought was ever so sad." This 

mother did not resent her son for writing a letter, but felt bad that her son didn't feel 

cornfortable approaching her. 

The preferred context for disclosure was not the same for al1 parents however. 

Some parents would have preferred it if their children came out in the wntext of privacy 

instead of intimacy. One daughter, who came out to her parents on a home video, sat with 

her parents as they watched it. Her mother commente& "1 think had it been me 1 wodd 

have left the tape here and gone out .... It was pretty difficult." This mother found it 

particularly difficult to sit with ber daughter and watch this video and she reflected back 

and regretted the events that happened after she watched the video. In an iaformal 

conversation 1 had with a member of a PFLAG group in Ontario, a mother said that rnany 

parents she had spoken to were glaâ that their chilciren wrote them letters because it gave 

them time to think about the new information. They said that if their children told them in 

person, their emotions may have overpowered them and they might have regretted the 

things they said and did. One son described bis parents' reaction to his self-disclosure as 

follows: "My morn was crying and my dad said, 'you may as well have pulled the trigger. 

She started beating on me and puliing at my hair, and she threw herself against the sliding 

glass door" (Muller, 1987, p. 37). 
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It is important for gay, lesbian, and bisexual people to assess the relatiollship they 

have with their parents to predict if their parents would prefer it if they came out in the 

wntext of intimsicy or privacy, because the context can play an influentid role for parents 

in their move towards understanding and accepting their gay, lesbian, and bisaual 

children. 

Parents found it dacul t  to maintain ties 

with homophobic relatives with whom they had been close to in the pest One mother 

cornmented: 

I talked to my brother-in-law who is quite hornophobic. He's one of these guys 
that we socialize with a lot. Like he coulddt get through an evening without 
saying something derogatory. He wouldn't be so polite as to cal1 them gays. He 
would say to kill them dl .  

hother mother said: 

my sister had an apartment for rent, and 1 asked her, 'îwhat would you do if two 
young women or two young men came to rent h m  you?" And we really didn't get 
to the bottom of i t  I dont know if she would rent to hem ... things like that really 
hurt me. 

The negative response fiom her sister made this mother upset because it reminded her 

that homophobia was very close to home. 

Some parents found it helped to have social and emotional support fiom their 

families. One mother said "oh, 1 called my sister the very next &y because 1 am very 

close to her ... we aied on the phone for hours." Other parents found it difficult to cope 

without the support of other family members: "1 can deai with my son king gay, but 1 

have a difficult time with my husband's reaction to the news." Another mother said, "the 

hardest part has not been so much him telling m e  he's gay, as trying to figure out how to 



best deal with the rest of the f d y . "  mer parents found it helpfbl to see family 

members react positively to the news: "But the way our kids both reacted to it [child's 

coming out], it made us feel that it was closer to a non-evenf that it wasn't that big e 

deal," 

These quotes demonstrate that b u s e  other family members were often very 

emotionally and socidly connecteci to the parents 1 interviewe4 their negative or positive 

reaction to the news was a significaut factor in aiding or hindering understanding and 

acceptance of their gay, lesbian, and bisexual chilchen. 

other f-rs who are- Many parents tdked about other 

family members who were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. Having these relatives in the family 

was an influentid factor in the parental process of understanding and accepting in the 

sense that they served as role models, or were people that parents approached with 

questions or concerns. However, some parents said that their gay relatives did not po-y 

images that helped their understanding and acceptance of their child. One mother 

commented, "1 have a cousin who is gay. He's kind of not what you would look for in a 

role model, 1 guess. He's kind of one of those guys that people kind of feel sorry for." 

Another mother did not have any gay, lesbian, or bise- relatives tbat she knew of, but 

wondered about some of her nephews. She said it would be nice to see other family 

members corne out so that she would not have to feel so aione in terms of having a gay 

son. 

Parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexuai children 

are not only challengeci to ded with their children's sexual identities, but also to 



understand and accept the fact that they wiil potentially have to meet their children's 

partners who are gay, lesbian, and bisexual. Parents who have di£ficulty in understanding 

and accepting their children rnay have even more difficulty in allowing their children's 

significant others in their lives. One mother said that she would feel uncornfortable 

observing physicd and intimate displays of affection between her son and his partner. On 

the contrary, some parents womed that their gay sons would lead lonely lives because 

their perception of "the gay lifestyle" was one in which men had sex with other men, but 

never formed lashg relationships and grew old without f k l y .  One father 1 interviewed 

said that he has accepted his son's homosexuality, but anxiously awaited the &y when he 

finds a life pubier. This father's comment shows that even though he r e c o g i  that his 

son was gay and presumably would not have children through heterosexual marriage, he 

was d l  concerned about him having a cornpanion. He understood that having 

relationships with members of the same sex were important for his son just as haWig 

opposite-sex relationships are for his other son. Another mother fantasized about what her 

children's partners would be like and commented, 

1 always thought about the kids dating together because I used to date with my 
older sister. 1 was thinking, wouldn' t it be nice if Jen [other daughter] met a guy 
that had a gay sister and then the four of them could date." 

By thinking of such a situation, this mother recomected the dreams and fatasies she had 

about her daughter that were abandoned when she found out she was a lesbian. In moving 

towards understanding and acceptance, she realized that she muid maintain her hopes and 

aspirations for her daughter, with slight variations. 

h o t h e r  mother found that her understanding of her son's homosexuality greatly 
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increased when she met his partner. Before that point she would tell him, "1 just can't 

picture you with another man." She said she felt much better about her son king gay 

when she met his partner because she liked him and was able to see the affection and 

kindness he showed to her son. 

dual-level F w  

Individual clifferences arnong the parents 1 interviewed influenced how they 

understood and accepted their gay, lesbian, and b i s e d  children. Married partnen, who 

lived in similar societal, community, and farnily conte-, often had différent reactions 

and experiences after fmding out their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. These 

individual diflerences included their ability to resolve cognitive dissonance, willingness 

to leam, ability to shift identity, and current and previous personal life experiences. 

. . Çpgnitive d i s s o ~ c e ,  Cognitive dissonance is defined as the discodort 

associated with the awareness of disagreement or lack of harmony between two or more 

of one's own beliefs (Gray, 1994). Cognitive dissonance theory suggests that people are 

rnotivated to avoid or reduce disharmony among their various attitudes, beliefs, and bits 

of knowledge. Parents who had stereotypical images of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people 

entered a state of intemai disharmony when they find out that their children were gay, 

lesbian, or bisexual. One woman said, 

when Connie came out, 1 had this temble stereotype of, you know, work boots, 
the big hunting jacket...[' told her], 'Please Connie, don? let them [gays] make 
you into someone that is never going to want to be a woman anymore.'" 

The cognitive dissonance this mother felt was between the belief that lesbians wanted to 
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be men because they wore men's ciothing and the newer bit of information that her 

daughter was a lesbian. These two thoughts were dishamionious both b u s e  her 

daughter did not fit the 1esbia.n image she had, and that she did not want her daughter to 

turn into her image of a lesbian. In an effort to reduce her cognitive dissonance, she had 

two options. Fïrst, she couid have maintaineci the belief she had of lesbians and 

abandoned her daughter because she did not want a daughter who would rather be a man. 

Altematively, she could have changed her perception of lesbians to include the image she 

had of her daughter. By chwsing the second of the two options, she placed herself on the 

road to understanding and acceptance. 

Parents who choose the first of the two options created unhealthy and sometimes 

dangerous situations, both for themselves and their gay, lesbian, and bisexud chikiren. 

For example, the Globe and newspaper featured an article written by a mother who 

had found out her son was gay (Weber, 1998). She wrote, "Wy son] said that he was 

tired of living a lie to himself and everyone else and that he wanted very much for me to 

understand and accept [his homosexuality]." Instead of abandoning her beliefs that 

homosexuality was a sickness and a sin, she 'Teil back on the bible" and decided that she 

and her other sons should shun her gay son-pretend îhat he did not exist until he changed 

his ways. A year later, he commined suicide. Disturbingly, she described her inability to 

make sense of what happened as follows, '4 think we were all just trying to make some 

sense out of the whole thing. But there was no sense to be made of it." For this mother, 

the two pieces of disharmonious information were that h o m o s e d t y  was a sin and 

sickness, and that her son was gay. In trying to d u c e  her cognitive dissonance, she eied 
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to change her son's s e x d  orientation, rather than changing her beiiefs about 

homosexuality. Her son committed suicide probably because he realized that his 

homosexuality was not something he could change, and because of that, his family would 

never accept him. This example shows how important it is that parents are able to molve 

their cognitive dissonance when they find out their children are gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

without hanning themselves or their children. Furthennote, parents Who change their 

negative perceptions of homosexuality and bisexuality, instead of tryiag to change their 

children, are able to move towards understanding and acceptance of theu gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual children. 

- .  Parents who had a willingness to ask questions and learn 

about homosexuality and bisexuality were able to move through the process of 

understanding and accepting faster than those who resisted learning, or did not have the 

skills or capacity to learn. One f h e r  stated, 

1 have this tendency to want to undentand things so 1 had, on the spot, made a 
resolution to txy to understand as much as can be understood about king gay and 
lesbian, what it means psychologically and sociologically for gays and lesbians 
and bisexuals to fit into society .... Just looking around 1 realize how many there 
are in important places in literaîure and arts and in perfonning arts.... That kind of 
thing helped me dong. They are clearly useful members of society. 

By leaming about how gay, lesbian, and bisexuals can contribute to society, this father 

found a way to understand and accept his son. His predisposition to wanting to leam was 

an aiding factor in his understanding and acceptance. By perceiving gays, lesbians, and 

bisexuals as having positive, meaningful d e s  in society, he was able to find contentment 

in the thought that his son was gay. 
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O shift When their children came out, the parents I 

interviewed not only had to acknowledge the new sexuai identity of their children, but to 

also accept the fact that by king parents of a gay, lesbian, and bisexual children, their 

place in society had shifteà One mother declared during our conversation, "my daughter 

is a lesbian, so that &es me a lesbian's mother!" In making this statement, she shified 

her perception of her place in society away h m  "normal" and towards "marginal." 

Although she was not a lesbian herself, homophobic and heterosexist pressures affécted 

her in ways that also affect her daughter. Having the ability to make this perceptive shift 

helped her in understanding and accepting her daughter's lesbianism. With this new 

identity, she was able to empathize with her daughter and fight against homophobic 

discrimination. Parental identity shift is found in the literahue as well. One father stated, 

I've never been on the outside. I've never had a door slammed in my face because 
I was the wong religion, wrong color, the wrong educational status, 1 looked 
funny.... 1 didn't have any of these things that ever made me feel I'm a part of a 
minority and ... now, I've suddenly k e n  moved, by asociation, to a group that is a 
vulnerable and discriminated against minority. And I'm not a homosexual. It's 
changed me. (Thompson, 1997, p. 7). 

This white, heterosexuai, middleclass father felt that before he found out his son was gay, 

he had never felt marpinaiized by society. But because of his close association to his son, 

he now felt that he was also in the margins. %y changing his perception about his place in 

society, he positioned hunself to better understand and accept his gay son. 

Parents' 

experiences and reactions to their children's self-disclosure did not exist in a vacuum. 

Their ability to understand and accept their children's homosexuality and bisexuality 
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dependeci, in part, on 0 t h  pefsonal life events (e.g., heaith problems, work-related stress, 

family-related problems, and marital problems) that occurred at the time of disclosure. 

Some parents 1 interviewed said that it was difficult to isolate how this experience 

affécted them. "It's hard to teil because there are tholl~3~1ds of other things going on in 

your Iife." However, many discussed important events in their lives that they thought 

were linked to their reactions and experiences of fincihg out their children were gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual. One woman, who was dealing with a lot of other serious family- 

related problems felt that having a gay son was nothing compared to the other issues she 

had to contend with. She commented, "don't sweat the small SM, and believe me, thîs 

[son being gay] is s m d  stufK" The adversity she endured in her life helped her 

understand and accept the fact that her son was gay because she was able to put the news 

in perspective: "Gay is nothing [compared to my other experiences], gay is fine by me." 

Other parents also said that k ing  able to compare other adverse experiences to the 

experiences they had regarding their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children helped them 

corne to terms with the news: 

1 remember one &y, I had this urge to cali my fnend up whose daughter was 
killed in a car accident, to talk to her and tell her how upset I was. But then 1 
thought, "she would probably think, 'You silly woman, You've got your 
daughter. ..how dare you be Sad.' And once I started thinking about putting things 
in perspective iike that, 1 think it r e d y  helped me.'' 

Having the experience of knowing another mother who lost her daughter enabled this 

mother to realize that she would rathet ûy to understand and accept her daughter t h  to 

exoeriences. Past pasonal experiences influenced how parents 
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understood and accepted their gay, lesbian, and bisexual childrm. For example, one father 

stated that he could understand some of the oppression that his gay son f d  because he 

also has felt a great deal of oppression in his We: "1 happen to be Jewish, and that is a 

group that has been persecuted. 1, myself, Mered  direct persecution and a great deal of - 
it." Making parallels between his exwences of oppression and the oppression of his gay 

son, he was able to better move towards understanding and acceptance. 

Other past experiences hindered parents understanding and acceptance of their 

gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. ûne father of a gay son described how his experience 

as a young man in Scouts fonned his perceptions of gay men: "1 saw homosexuais that I 

just hated. The only ones I saw were in Scout camp, where these leaders in authority 

would take advantage of [their power] and h d  themselves young meat" (Thompson, 

1997, p. 5). This father had first-band negative experiences with gay men as he was 

growing up, by which he generalized that al1 gay men took advantage of young boys. 

Unfortmately, due to heterosexism, he believed that the only gay men he saw were those 

who molested children. If he had known openiy gay men who he respecte4 his 

perceptions of gays rnight not have been so negative. Finding out that his son was gay 

was especidly difficult because he said he had been violent towards gays in his youth. By 

witnessing men and abusing young boys, and by overtly expressing violence towards 

gays, these past experiences made it difficult for him to understand and accept his son. 

Summarv 

The factors that influence parents' understanding and acceptance of their gay, 
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lesbian, and bisexual children are found at society, community, family, and individuai 

levels. For each parent, a combination of these factors influenced how they came to terrns 

with the news. The factors 1 presented here had the potentid to both help and hinder 

parents' understanding and acceptame. Based on my analysis of these factors, in chapter 

six, 1 discuss how researchers, ducators, health professionals, and media persons, parent 

support groups, and parents themselves can help parents move toward understanding and 

accepting k i r  gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. 



& For HelPinnEaiEnfYuid Recommg&tiom for F w  R d  

This year, members of Parents and Fnends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG), were 

the honorary grand marshals of the H a l i .  Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgended 

Pride Parade. Their presence in the parade reminded me not only of their stniggles and 

successes in understanding and accepting their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children, but 

also how members of the gay, lesbian, and bisexual community look upon them with 

respect and envy. By walking in the parade, these patents were openly declaring their love 

and support for their gay, lesbian, and bisexual chiidren. The parade is a symbolic last leg 

in their joumey to understanding and ecceptance. 1 commend the parents 1 have met and 

interviewed for their strength and courage in taking on the challenge of subverting 

mietal homophobia, biphobia, and heterosexisrn. These parents placed their children 

first, before themselves and before pressures to conform to normalcy. As one mother told 

me in our conversation, 'lou can mess with me, but don't dare mess with my kid." 1 think 

her words speak on behalf of other parents I interviewed. 

Sadly, not alt parents have taken "the road less traveled." Many parents get stuck 

somewhere in the joumey and need structural support to help them dong. In this chapter, 

1 provide strategies that researchers, educators, hdth professionals, parent support 

groups, and parents themselves could use to help parents understand and accept their gay, 

lesbian, and bisexmi children. Finally, 1 provide suggestions for fbture research in this 

area. 



Attitudes and beliefs about 

homosexuality and bisexuality are often formed during childhood. Children are inundated 

with homophobic schoolyard taunts, such as Yag," that imply that homosexuality is 

undesirable (Health Canada, 1996). The formation of negative attitudes and beliefs is 

influenced, in part, by strong movernents within communities to keep sexual orientation 

education out of classrooms. However, sexual orientation education in schools can offer 

children accurate knowledge about homosexuality and bisexuality, a forum to address 

schoolyard homophobic abuse, and m increased representation of gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual people in the classroom. Many parents and comrnunity members fear that 

hcluding homosexuality and bisexuality in the cuniculum will encourage young people 

to engage in "destructive homosexual activity." I believe, however, that denying sexual 

orientation education to children at a young age c m  influence destructive behavior, such 

as alcohol abuse, cimg abuse, and suicide among those who stniggle with their sexual 

orientation: violence among those who gay-bash; and strîfe among those people who 

grow up to becorne parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. As one woman stated, 

b'education and exposure to gay people would have been help M.... 1 could have been so 

well prepared for this [child coming out] if I had known about h o m o s e d t y  when 1 was 

growing up (Neisen, 1987, p.246). 

The following is a list of strategies for teachers, inspirecl by Treadway and 

Yoakam (1992), to help al1 students in their struggies with homophobia, biphobia, and 



heterosexism at school: (a) use appropriate t m ,  such rn gay, lesbian, and bisexmi, 

when discussing sexuai orientation; (b) challenge derogatory words (e.g., fa& sissy, and 

dyke); (c) discuss homophobia, biphobia, and hetemsexism and how they afféct evexyone; 

(d) provide accurate, accessible information about gay, lesbian, and bisexual life, 

including comunity resources, posters, brochures, and literature on and by famous gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual people; (e) use inclusive language when r e f d g  to partners; and (f) 

show positive representations of gay, lesbian, and bisexual people in films, textbooks, and 

through guest speakers. 

edufafiPa Many parents fhd themselves at a 

loss in terms of taking appropriate steps aiter they find out their children are gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual. Some wonder if, through therapy, their children can be ''fixed." Others 

wony about AIDS but do not have the skills to discuss sexual matters with their children. 

Many turn to theù farnily physicians for advice. Some parents 1 interviewed were satisfied 

with the way their family physicians responded to their concerns for their gay children. 

However, a few of the parents expressed dissatisfaction with doctors. They felt that 

physicians did not take their concerns seriously; did not give accurate information about 

king gay, lesbian, and bisexual; and did not make referrals to couoselors who could give 

proper support. Some doctors do not have the understanding required to discuss issues 

related to havhg gay, lesbian, and bisexuai children. AAer dl, they are innuenced by the 

same homophobic pressures as the rest of society, and unless their medical trainhg has 

given them some guidelines by which they can tdk to p n t s  and youth about king gay, 

lesbian, and bisexual, one can not assume that they will respond appropriately. Patients 



often see their physicians as "experts." A physician's advice or comments on 

homosexuality or b i s e d t y  can have a profound impact on a parmt's understanding and 

acceptance. It is therefore important that physicians have continuhg medical edufation 

that informs them of the importance of providing positive feedback for parents who corne 

to them with their concems for their gay, lesbian, and b i s e d  children. 

Family therapists have the potential to help parents understand and accept theu 

gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. However, as McGoldnck (1996) states, 

the field of family therapy has assumed heterosexuality in its very definition of 
family and has been silent on the entire subject of homosexuality except in those 
few instances in which gays and lesbians themselves have spoken or written about 
issues that pertain to their expenences (p. xi). 

Family counselors and agencies that provide counseling services should take the 

following steps to ensure they provide appropriate assistance for parents of gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual children: (a) develop guidelines that recognize the difficulties gay, lesbian, 

and bisexuai youth and their families face in the wntext of societal homophobia, 

biphobia, and heterosexism; (b) provide continuhg education for staff with regards to the 

needs of parents who have gay, lesbian, and bisexual children; (c) employ therapists and 

counseloa who are parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children themselves; (d) use 

inclusive language when taking about sexual orientation; and (e) develop a reading list 

for parents who want to read books and articles about having gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

children, 

of -rf Parents of gay, lesbian, and bisexual children 

often find it beneficial to meet and talk with other parents about issues that concern them. 
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Support groups such as PFLAG are important in providing this outlet. Although there are 

PFLAG groups in most h a n  centers in North Amerka, mariy people do not know of 

them. During my infornial conversations with parents, many said that it would be useful 

to have increased visibility of PFLAG in the commuaity. One sûategy for increasing 

visibility is to create a pamphlet about the group that would be distrïbuted in community 

centers. During this past year, as part of the purpose of this thesis, I assisteci PFLAG in 

Halifax in creating such a pamphlet (see appendix E). 

dvice h m  parents o f s y  le-d b- Parents can be helped 

a great deal through stnitegies w d  by educators, heaith professionals, media, and 

PFLAG. However, there are ways in which parents can help tbemselves deal with their 

seuggles to understand and accept their gay, lesbian, and bisexuai children. During the 

interviews, 1 asked parents what advice they would give to parents who are still struggling 

to understand and accept their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. The following is what 

they said. 

Love them to death. 

Let them know that it's okay to be different. 

Listen to your child. 

Remember they are the same person whose diapers you change& whose cuts you 
repaired. They've not changeci. 

If it bothers you, you've got to get educated and talk about it .... That is where 1 
think PFLAG does really help. 

Talk to someone that you feel cornfortable with on a one-owne. 

If you keep it to yourself and dont do anythuig about it, that is wt healthy. 



Slowly get acquainted with gay and lesbiau culture. 

Watch some videos about the problems for young lesbian and gays from a parent's 
point of view. 

Give them the unconditional love you always gave them. No strings attached. 
They are your sons and daughters no matter what. And that is the best gii? you 
can give your children anyhow, is your love and support- 

blic aware- Recently, there have k e n  an increasing number of 

"gay afinning" images and messages in newscasts and movies, and on television and 

radio. However, these messages are ofkn indirect and subtle. As society becomes 

increasingly open to homosexuality and bisexuaity, the possibility aises for health 

educaton and gay rights activists to promote awareness of the detrimental effects of 

homophobia, biphobia, and heterosexism through advertisements in the media Hearing 

and reading well articulated, direct messages in media adveaizing that state that gays, 

lesbians, and bisexuals, like heterosexuals, have the potential to live happy, healthy, and 

well-balanced lives would help parents who struggle to understand and accept their gay, 

Iesbian, and bisexual children. 

ions For Future b e a r &  

Visible t h e b v .  l e s h i a n . x n d  ch* . . Visible 

minority parents may have unique issues concerning their gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

chilchen and very little research exists in this area As Hom (1 994) points out, 'hiost 

books on the topic of parents of lesbians and gay children report mainly on white middle- 

class families" (p. 20). These books portray a rather uniforni picture of parental 
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experiences in regard to their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children, and fail to accoimt for 

the different experiences of parents of color. Savin-Williams and Rodriguez (1 993) 

suggest that gay, lesbian, and bisexual persons of color expience both hornophobia and 

racism, and are challenged to develop and define both a strong gay identity and a strong 

ethnic identity. These challenges may extend to parents of color who have gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual chiIdren. Finthemore, culture clashes between immigrant parents and their 

North-American bom children might make understanding and accepting their children 

very difficult Studies that explore visible minority parents' struggies to maintain their 

strong ethnic identities and to participate in North Amencan gay culture would be of great 

value for educatoa, counselors, and health professiods in addressing these parents' 

concerns. 

h &@ &es e- betw-d wual orientation, . .  . 

Although homosexuality has been taken off the list of mental illnesses in the Diagnostic 

and Statinical Manual of the Amerïcan Psychiaixic Association since 1973, Iittle effort 

has been made to bring to light the detrimental health effects of societal homophobia, 

biphobia, and heterosexism on gay, lesbian, and bisexual individuaIs, their families, and 

their communities. This research is made possible by expanding the definition of health to 

mean more than just the absence of disease. Societal homophobia, biphobia, and 

heterosexism c m  have negative consequemes for mental, emotional, spinhial, and 

intellechial heaith. Research that conceptuaiïzes sexuai orientation in a hedth hnework 

would be of great value. 

The tem "queef has traditionally ban 
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used a s  a slang to disparage homosexuals. However, in recent times, queer has been 

adopted as "an umbrella terrn for a c d t i o n  of cultraally marginal sexual self- 

identifications" (Jagose, 1996, p. 1). Many politically-minded gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

youth are abandonhg categorical labels such as gay, lesbian, and bisexual, and instead 

adopting the terni "queer" because it more incluîively describes their sexual marginality. 

As more gay, lesbian, and bisexual people adopt a queer identity, parents may have 

difficulty understanding and accepting their chiltiren's identity. For many parents, the 

term queer has very strong negative connotations, and it may seem incomprehensible for 

them to perceive their children as queer. Thus, exploration around the issues of queer 

identity and family relations would be a worthy study. 

Summarv 

In this chapter, I provided strategies to help parents who sa~ggle with 

understanding and accepting their gay, lesbian, and bisexual children such as (a) 

promoting school-based sexual orientation education; (b) establishing health professional 

sensitivity and training; (c) increasing visibility of parents support groups; and (d) 

creating public awareness carnpaigns on the detrimental effects of homophobia, biphobia, 

and heterosexism. 1 also provided some suggestions for conducting fûture research which 

included (a) research on visible minority parents of gay, lesbian and bisemial children, (b) 

research that makes explicit links between health and sexual orientation, and (c) research 

on parents of children who identify as queer. 



Co- 

This thesis focused on the quality-of-iife wnsequences for parents d e r  they 

found out that their children were gay, lesbian, and bisexual. Parents' understanding and 

acceptance of their children's sexual orientation depend on the cornplex interactions 

between society, community, family, and individual factors that aid and hinder th& move 

toward understanding and acceptance. Knowledge, both accurate and distortd, that their 

children are part of a stigmatized and oppressed semial minority can make the joumey 

toward understanding and acceptame difncult The messages and information they 

receive from media, laws, religion, health professionals, acquaintances, fiiends, and 

family about gay, lesbian, and bisexual people c m  promote the formation of negative 

stereotypes that subsequently influence their understanding and acceptance. Parents who 

have moved toward understanding are those who have (a ) acquired accurate knowledge 

about homosexuality and bisexuality, (b) been able to distinpuish myth fkom reality, and 

(c) been able to recognke the issues and concerns of their children, and, consequently, 

have been able to accept their children's sexual orientations without qualification or 

condition. 

Parents need assistance nom educatoa, hedth professionals, and media persons, 

friends, famiiy, and others to give them positive exposure to, and accurate information 

regarding gay, lesbian, and bisexual people. What is desperately needed is a cooperative 

effort to eradicate homophobia, biphobia, and heterosexism-the root of parents' stniggles 

in understanding and accepting th& gay, lesbian, and bisexual children. 



S- 

I will be asking you some questions about your ex@ences a h  discove~g your 

child is gay, lesbian, or bisexual (dependhg on the situation). Feel fke  to talk at length 

about your life and your experiences, because I'd like to hear your perspective on living 

as a parents of a gay, lesbian, or bisexual child. 

Feel fiee to ask me anything you want at any tirne during the interview. Ifyou 

need to stop and take a break, or continue another &y, please let me know. If at anytime 

you decide not to continue, feel fke to say so. Is there anything you want to know about 

me or this study at this tirne? 

esearch Oyesti~as # l  and #2 

What do parents think, feel, and do after discovering that their children are gay, lesbian, 

and bisexual, both immediately and over t h e ?  

1. Tell me about your gay, lesbian, and bisexual soddaughter 

Probes -Age 



-How and when did you realke that hdshe was gay, lesbian, and 

bisexual? 

2. How did you find out that your child was gay, lesbian, or bisexual 

3. (a) Can you remember what you thought and how you felt immediately after you found 

out that your child identified as gay, lesbian, or bisexual? 

(b) How have your emotions and thoughts changed over the hours, days, weeks, months, 

and years (if applicable)? 

4. Has your relationship with your chiid changed since you found out he or she is gay, 

lesbian, or bisexual? If yes, in what way? 

5. How has the experience of knowing that your child is gay, lesbian, and bisexual 

changed you? (Le., what effect did it have on you)? 

Robes -Religion? 

-Sexuality? 

-Politics? 

-A~tivism? 

6. What did you think about gay, lesbian, and bisexd people before you knew about 

your son/daughter? Do you think diffe~ently about gay, lesbian, and bisexual people now? 
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h Ouestipn #3 

What are the perceiveci needs of parents who know they have gay, lesbian, and bisexmi 

chi ldren? 

7. What did you do when you foud out about your child? 

Probes -What actions did you take? 

-Did you seek help? 

8. Do you feel you have adequate social support to work through the issues you face? 

9. Do you think there is adequate idorx~tion about parental issues in the media and other 

places? 

10. What resources wouid you like to see in your comrnunity? 



ew Guide #2 

Questions that were added to the above guide &et the thirci interview 

1. Do you think tbat the closet anaiogy applies to you? 

2. What advice would you give to parents who have recently found out that their children 

are gay, lesbian, and bisexual? 

terview Guide #3 

Questions that were added after the fifth interview 

3. Did you see your son or daughter differently after they came out? 

4. Do you think finding out that your son or daughter is gay, lesbian, or bisexual was a 

significant event in y o u  life? 

5. Has fmding out changed the way you see yourself? 

Probes: As a parent? 

As a mother or father? 

6. Do you think having a child who is gay, lesbian, or bisexuai has affected your mental, 

emotional or spintual health? 



Dear 

I would like to thank you for participaîing in my study. Enclosed with this letter is 

a transcript of our conversation. Feel fke to read it over and make corrections or 

deletions. If you have had thoughts since our interview that you would like me to consider 

including in my &te-up, 1 wouid be interesteci in reading them. Ifyou do not feel any 

changes need to be made to the transcript, 1 WU assume that 1 can use any of the material 

from the transcript. Once again, any names will be changed so not to reveai your identity. 

You do not have to mail back the whole transcript, just parts that you have corrected. 

I have also included a page with two questions about the interview itself. 1 wodd 

be interested in hearing any thoughts you have on the relevance and limitations of this 

study. 1 have included a self-adressed stamped envelope for this. Stay well and 1 hope to 

meet you again sometime. 

Justin Jagosh 



1. Did you fïnd the interview to be a positive or negative experience (e.g., was it stressnil, 

or did it help you in anyway?) 

2. Do you have any comments on the devance of my intemiew questions, the way I 

interacted with you during the interview, or anything else? 



Appendix C 

Dear Parent: 

As a graduate d e n t  in Health Educaîioc at Dalhousie Univmity, 1 am carrying 

out a study that seeks to better understand the experiences of parents who have gay, 

lesbian, and bisemai children. 1 hope to raise awareness of issues that parents face fier 

they realize that their children are gay, Iesbian, and bisexual. 

1 am inviting you to participate in this study. If you agree to partake, you will be 

asked to spend 1 to 2 hours for an i n t e~ew.  The location and tirne of the interview will 

be at your convenience. With your consent, the interview will k tape recordeci and later 

transcribed on to paper. You will have the opportunity to review the tnuiscript and make 

changes. Your name will not be used in any discussion of, or publication h m ,  this midy. 

Our conversations will be kept confidentid. Your participation is strictly voluntary and 

you will be able to end involvement anythe. 

Please fkei fiee to contact me if you are willing to participate, or if you have any 

questions about the study. My phone number is (902) 425-4704.1 look forwards to 

hearing fiom you. 

Justin Jagosh, BSc. 
Graduate Student 
Dalhousie University 



1, agree to participate in a personai interview with 

Justin Jagosh, a graduate student in Health Education at Dalhousie University, who is 

doing a Masten thesis entitied, Parents' Experiences After Discovering Thaî Their 

Children are Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual. 

1 understand the information will not identib me in any way, either by name or 

experience, and the information in this study will be used in a confidentid mamer. 1 can 

choose not to answer certain questions during the interview and 1 can end my 

involvement at anytime. 

I understand that interview tapes and transcriptions will be kept in a safe place and 

will only be listened to and read by the researcher. Interview tapes will be erased after the 

sîudy is completed. 

Signed 

Date 

Witness 

Date 



Appendix E 

PELAGBrochure 

See pages 114-1 15 



Parents react... 

Shock: 
1 wru so shackcd, I f r l r  likc sorntonc 
punchcd me in the stomach.' 

Denial: 
1 -id, 'NoJulie, pdn notday. Tou'n 
confiucd. Tou 'rc sby. The boys don 't cal1 
you becaux they don 't know what a nicc 
pmon p u  an!  '' 

Anger: 
'V mwrnbmgctst*n8 on a bw and joing 
to work and sccing tcmaBm 15 and 16, 
hoidin, h a n h  and fi clin^ vcry nngry 
and ntrnoycd at thcm Jor h ~ ~ i n g  a 
betmsemral relationsbip.' 

Guilt: 
#I thought CI shouldn 't have put my son 
in piano lcssons. '" 

Grief 
W c n  Julic told me she w u  a ksbian, it 

jèlt likc nbc had dicd.# 

"Ifclt a scwc of sadncrr and losr that 
nbm wodd be no mam'a~c and no 

' grandchildm. ' 

P F U G  stands for Prircnts, 
Flimily & Fricnds of Lcsbi; ns 
and Gays (also bisexual and 
tmnsgcndercd people). l t  is a 
group compriscd of parcnts, 
siblings and othcr intcrcstcd 
pcoplc. Monthly meetings allow 
for pcrr siipport and cdiication 
tor îhmilics and fricnds through 
such activitics as sharing storics, 
vicwing vidcos and cxploring 
spccific a r c s  of intcrest with 
gucst spcrikcrs. 

For more information or just to 
spcak with othcr parents by 
phanc or in pcrson, contact: 

Dan or Sylvia 479- 1856 

c-mail: ab274@chcbucto,ns.ça 

You've go1 a family membet or 
frlend who is gay, lesbian, 
blsexual or ttansgendered . . . 
Discovering new information about 
wmcone you thought you kncw wcll can 
bt a great shock. Rcmcmbcr, parent's 
drcams arc oficn not shmd or fulfillcd 
by thcir childrcn na mattcr what thcir 
scxual orientation. Usually such a 
discovcry is complicatcd by a lack of 
information and many myths, Your 
lovai one Is the siune pcrson hc/shc 
was beforc you found out. 

Ir's natural to  bc conccrncd about your 
lovcd onc's fùturc happincss and succcss. 
Gctting accuratc information and 
sources of support can case your mind 
and cnhancc your rclawonship with your 

support, child. WC ho+ this pamphle; c m  hclp 
you get startcd. 

I b 

ed ucatzon, 
and =MY ~ O V C ~  one and ~ C Y  partncr 

arc loving pcnons witb intcgrrq@ o~treach MY rc&ùtionsbip with thcm rs 
stron8 and enjoyablc. 7hy am 
both making trcmmdous 
connibutions to the cornmongood 
though thcir profssiuns and thtir 
nttitudes townrd ail witb whom 
thy bave to do. ' - 

w 
P Ri' PFLAG 

hn4.I- VldtRnhdI*Rcmam 



You wonder... 
Wh$ 
No one knows why eithcr samc scx or 
oppositc scx attraction cxists. It is thought 
to bc a combination of gcnctic, hormonal, 
and cnvironmcntal ficton. Whatevcr thc 
r c w n ,  it appcars that cach pcrson's sexual 
orientation is set a t  a vcry carly agc, 

1s it my fault? 
Thcrc arc many unfounded myths which 
cause parcnts to  blamc thcmsclves. lt  is na 
onc's hult. As parcnts, WC love and support 
our childrcn no rnattcr what their scxual 
oricntation. 

1s hdshe d y  sure? 
Aithaugh you havc just bccomc awarc of it, 
your lovcd onc has probably spcnt nionths, 
maybe cvcn ycars, thinking about this 
aspect of him/hcrxlf, Unlcss thcy havc 
cxprcsscd somc conhsion it is likcly that 
thcy, Ukc you, "just known who dicy arc 
attnctad to. 

QIjiel becter ûy knowing thcrc is 
a ivorld out tbercfOr people who 
are not strabht, I nom rcaliw 
that al1 thc myths that I had 
a m  not twc ,  and t h a t ~ a y  
pcoplc cari livc a happy and 
producti~e Iijic. 

You worry... 
Do relationships 1st) 
For pcoplc who arc biscxual, lrsbian o r  gay 
filling in lovc with, or bcing physically 
attnctcd to, somconc i s  as natural and normal 
3s it is for 3 hctcroxxuit p c m n .  Succcsshl 
rclationships rtquirc thc samc ingrcdicnts 
rcgardlcss of scxual oricntation - lovc, 
commitmcnt, cffectivc communication, 
common values, a scnsc of huniour, and thc 
abiliry to conipromisc. Any rclationship is 
advcrscly affcctcd if it docs not rcccivc 
acknowlcdgmcnt and support from family and 
comniutiity. It is lack of rclationship skills or 
ncgativc rcactions from athcrs in tlic couplc's 
lifc chat çan Caux problcms. 

WUI hdshe have job s e d t y ?  
Gay, Icsbian, biscxual and tnnsgcndcrcd 
pcoplc work within Our communities as 
tcachcrs, bus drivcrs, lawycn, carpcntcrs, hair 
drcsscrs, clcrgy, politicians, athlctcs, authors, 
artists, cntcrtsincrs, hcalth carc worktrs and 
anything c l x  you can imagine. 

Pcoplc belicving in t hc myths about gay and 
tcsbian pcoplc rcsults in job discrimination, 
espccially in wark involving youth. Incrcscd 
cducauon and human rigfits protection arc 
slowly rcsulting in more sccurc work 
situations. 

"I a m  plcascd to scc my darrgbtcr bc 
part ofa m n g  community, &e 
prorrd of herscvand hcr ficnds. 
For me t h  isstrc ir not i ~ b o  sht 101~es 
but hotu sh loves nnd is  lovcd. ' 

What about health and safety? 
Thc fact thst a pcrson is othcr than 
Iicteroscxual d m s  not in itxlt'constitutc a 
hcalth or safcty risk. Hawcvcr, just beirig 
diffcrcnt in our socicty cal1 rcsult in hurthl 
and discriminating bchaviors from individuds 
and institutions. 

Emotianal Hcalth: Growing up surroundcd 
by thc stigma atachcd to k i n g  homascxud, 
biscxual or tmnsgcndcrcd can lcad ta  sclf 
hatrcd (intcrnalized honiopliobia), Thc rcsult 
Tan bc sclf datructivc bchaviors including 
suicidc. 

Viofcncc: Anyonc cvcn thought to be gay or 
Icsbian is at risk of verbal or physical violence. 
Parcnts can do  thcir part by prcvcnting it at 
home and by spcaking up whcn thcy hcar 
ncgativc commcnts or jokcs outsidc thc 
homc. 

Fhysical Hdth:  Scxually transmittcd 
discascs, including AIDS, comc up whcn 
parcnts cxprcss canccrn for thcir child's 
health. Howcver, it is not xxual oricntation 
which puts individuals at risk but lack of self 
cstccm, social skills and information about 
scxuility and safcr x x  pncticcs. All of our 
childrtn art at risk. 

bad nmcr mec a p y  perron 
bcforc. My son's cornin& osrt bas 
hclped me to,groip as a pcrson. 

Your local libnry has books and vidcos 
writtcn by, or for, parcnts. 
Somc suggestions arc: 

Nom ï3at  Ton Know: What Eiwy Parrnt 
SItorrld Know About H o m o s c x r d i ~ .  Fairchild 
& Hayward 

B ~ n d  Acccptancr: Pamnts of LesBians & 
Gay Talb About Thcir Expcricncrr. Wirth & 
Wirth & Griffin 

Bi A. Othcr Namc. 
Editcd by Hutchins & Kaahumanu 

Our Tribr: q n r c r f i l ,  Cod, jcsiu and ?hg 
Biblc. Rcv. Nancy White 

Both thc libnry and vide0 storca havc 
documcntary and fictional vidcos. Somc 
cxarnplcs of spccific intcrcst to parcnts arc: 

A Kind of Familv 

School? Out!  

Owt: Stodcs of Gay and Lcrbian làrith 

O n  thc Internct: 

For more rcsourccs or ta talk with othcr 
parcnts, contact thc PFLAG chaptcr listcd on 
the back of this pamphlet. 

C 
w 
Vi 
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